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Introduction
The objective of Work Package 6 “Performance monitoring and evaluation” is to evaluate the
environmental impact as well as the economic and societal competitiveness of electrical
bicycles and scooters for delivery of goods and services in urban areas.
The main objective of task Task 6.2 Performance Monitoring is to carry out the data collection
according to the tailor-made evaluation forms defined in task 6.1. The methods to be used will
gather the data required to measure performance of the project against the key performance
indicators (KPIs) previously identified in the monitoring and evaluation plan. Due to the
different implementations and target groups, tailor-made evaluation forms will be used for
each case study. The range of methods can include collection techniques, observations and
counting, surveys, focus groups, written questionnaires, interviews, etc.
In this regard, the aim of this deliverable D.6.2. “Description of baseline scenario” is to study
the current situation of the use of e-bikes in urban mobility, that is, the starting point of the
analysis. This will provide a basis for the impact assessment to be carried out in task 6.3. Prior
to the implementation of the measures, PRO-E-BIKEs audits will be carried out following the
“PRO-E-BIKE audit guidelines” developed in task 6.1 in order to assess baseline scenario.
The document is divided in 5 main parts. First section is an introduction of the main objectives
of the deliverable. Section 2 presents the procedure to carry out the definition of the baseline
scenario. Section 3 includes the guidelines to fill in the baseline scenario according to the PROE-BIKE audits. Section 4 presents the data collected by partners for each pilot company. And
finally section 5 summarizes the conclusions about the data collected in pilot companies.

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are
responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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1. Objective
The description of the baseline scenario is a key aspect to be considered in order to assess the
improvements achieved with the introduction of electrical bicycles and scooters for delivery of
goods and passenger transport. The aim of the definition of the baseline scenario is to study
the current situation in each of the companies and cities involved in the pilot actions before
the introduction of the e-bikes. This task will allow the impact assessment based on the
comparison of situation before (“business as usual scenario”) and after the project
development (“PRO-E-BIKE scenario”). This description of the baseline scenario differs from
the analysis to be carried out in WP2 “E-bike current situation analysis” since at WP6 the task
is referred to the specific situation of each city/company regarding their current activities in
terms of delivery of goods or passenger transport.
Therefore, this analysis will be carry out for each specific company and city since aspects such
as carbon footprint of electricity mix, costs of electricity and fuels, competing modes, etc.
differ from one country/region to another. The baseline scenario will be described based on
the Key Performance Indicators identified in previous tasks, providing the basis for the impact
assessment to be carried out in WP6. “PRO-E-BIKE audit guidelines” defined in previous tasks
will be used to carry out the internal audits at delivery service companies and public
administration in order to assess both the “baseline” and the “PRO-E-BIKE” scenarios.
Prior to the implementation of the measures, PRO-E-BIKE audits were carried out following the
“PRO-E-BIKE audit guidelines” developed in task 6.1 in order to assess baseline scenario. The
aim of this task is to study the current situation of the use of e-bikes in urban mobility, that is,
the starting point of the analysis. This will provide a basis for the impact assessment to be
carried out in task 6.3.
Once the promotion measures will be implemented, PRO-E-BIKEs audits will be also carried out
according to "PRO-E-BIKE audit guidelines" in order to assess the PRO-E-BIKE scenarios after
the implementation of the measures. The objective of this task is to monitor the
improvements achieved with the promotion of electrical bicycles and scooters for delivery of
goods and services in urban areas. The results of the monitoring task will be used in task 6.3 to
assess if the e-bikes can provide a more environmentally friendly and cost-effective alternative
urban transport solution in cities where motor vehicles are widely adopted.
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2. Methodology
The description of the baseline scenario is a key aspect to be considered in order to assess the
improvements achieved with the introduction of electrical bicycles and scooters for delivery of
goods and passenger transport. The aim of the definition of the baseline scenario is to study
the current situation in each company and city involved in the pilot actions before the
introduction of the E-bikes. This task will allow the impact assessment based on the
comparison of situation before (“Business-as-usual scenario”) and after the project
development (“PRO-E-BIKE scenario”).
In the case of the pilots in which the transport services were not previously being carried out
by the company because they were subcontracted or done by the customers since the
transport service was not provided, estimations about the “baseline scenario” haven been
considered based on the characteristics of each pilot company.
In order to monitor the improvements achieved with the promotion of electrical bicycles and
scooters for delivery of goods and services in urban areas, PRO-E-BIKE audits will be also
carried out in order to assess the PRO-E-BIKE scenarios after the implementation of the
measures.
“PRO-E-BIKE audit guidelines” (D6.1.) have been used to carry out the internal audits at
delivery service companies and public administration in order to assess both the “baseline”
and the “PRO-E-BIKE” scenarios.
This Deliverable D.6.2. “Description of baseline scenario” include the results of the audits
carried out on the delivery service companies / public administrations to describe their
baseline situation before the introduction of the E-bikes. This report will give the basis for the
environmental, economic and social assessment.
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3. Baseline scenario questionnaire
In this section, specific guidelines are defined for the definition of the baseline scenario. To do
so, a “Baseline Scenario Questionnaire” was elaborated according to the PROEBIKE Audit
Guidelines.
The questionnaire to evaluate the baseline scenario before the introduction of the E-bikes
includes aspects related to the company profile such as name, location, website and contact
details. It also includes a section to evaluate the situation of the company before the
implementation of the E-bikes, requesting information about:
 Resources: turnover, employees. Infrastructures
 Baseline fleet: number of vehicles and characteristics
 Current services: characteristics of services currently provided
 Costs of conventional fleet: purchase costs, running costs, maintenance costs...
 Background information: local situation, company targets...
 Expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in the company
Besides, the baseline scenario questionnaire includes aspects related to the pilot to be
implemented (period of preparation and operation) as well as its characteristics: E-bikes
introduced, services provided by the E-bikes and related costs. This questionnaire had to be
filled in before the start of the pilot actions so that information related to the baseline
situation as well as about the pilot itself was available. In the annexes section the “Baseline
Scenario Questionnaires” for each pilot company are included
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4. Data collection
After the design of the questionnaire to define the baseline scenarios of companies, the next
task was to carry out the data collection for each company selected. A summary of the pilots
selected and evaluated is presented in the following table:
Table 1. Project pilots selected (companies and municipalities)

Country

Spain

Croatia

Sweden

Location

Company

Additional information

Valencia

ENCICLE

Post and parcel delivery company

Valencia

SD LOGISTICA

Freight company / home delivery

Ibiza

EROSKI

Big retailer located all over Spain

Zagreb

CityEx

Delivery of post and packages

Zagreb

Croatian Post

Post delivery

Zagreb

DHL

Delivery service

Lipik

LIRA

Touristic agency

Zadar

Municipality

Communal inspectors

Zadar

Vrtovi d.o,o.

Tobacco Shop (kiosk)

Zagreb

EIHP

Transport of employees

Zadar

St. Frane

Retirement home service

Zadar

Citrova

Waste collection company

Motala

Municipality

Home care service

Motala
(Borensberg)

Municipality

Home care service

Aleris

Municipality

Home care service

Ydre

Municipality

Home care service

Atvidaberg

Municipality

Home care service

Kinda

Municipality

Home care service

Murska Sobota

3LAN

Cargo delivery service

Murska Sobota

BiroProdaja

Delivery service

Slovenia
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Martjanci

Bistra Hisa / Smart
House

Delivering for house needs

Murska Sobota

Kratochwill

Delivery Food

Murska Sobota

Posta Slovenije

Post delivery

Ljutomer

T-lotus

Cargo delivery

Moravske Toplice

Čista narava

Transport of waste

Ljutomer

Senpo

Transport of goods

Lisbon

Camisola Amarela

Delivery of goods and parcels

Torres Vedras (1)

Municipality

Transport and deliveries

Oporto

Marujo Restaurant

Resturant (deliveries)

Torres Vedras

SMAS

Municipality services for water
clenaing

Lisboa

ISS Facility Services

Facility Services

Torres Vedras (2)

Municipality

Heerhugowaard

Subway

Fast Food

Almere/Utrecht

DHL

Delivery service

Nijmegen

BSO Struin

Childcare centre

Amsterdam

MarleenKookt

Fresh and healthy meals

Arnhem

Puurland

Local and organic products

Genova

Grafica KC

Delivery of print material

Genova

Eco Bike Courier

Delivery parcels and bulky items

Milan

GLS

Delivery service

Genova

TNT

Delivery service

Portugal

Netherlands

Municipality services

Italy

The detailed questionnaires completed for each country are presented in the annex section.
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5. Conclusions
The description of the baseline scenario is a key aspect in order to assess the improvements
achieved with the introduction of electrical bicycles and scooters for delivery of goods and
passenger transport. With this task and deliverable, it has been possible to describe the
baseline scenario of each company prior the introduction of the e-bikes in order to study the
current situation in each of the companies and cities involved in the pilot. This task will allow
the impact assessment based on the comparison of situation before (“business as usual
scenario”) and after the project development (“PRO-E-BIKE scenario”).
In total, 38 companies in 7 different countries and 20 different cities all over Europe have been
evaluated through the “Baseline Scenario” questionnaires. A wide range of companies have
been selected for pilot actions, from small companies to international post delivery service
companies. Furthermore, e-bikes have been introduced for different services such as post,
parcel, food delivery or other services such as home care. Due to this, in total 74 E-bikes have
been tested including different types:







Small e-bikes with baskets or saddlebags
Bullit e-bikes
e-cargo tricycle with high capacity (load and volume)
e-scooters
Group-e-bikes
e-cargobikes for children

Besides, this fact has allowed the substitution of different type of vehicles such as vans, cars or
standard motorbikes. In addition, other aspect to be considered is the difference among the
rental prices depending on the country and the type of e-bike. This fact has led to a different
trial periods at each pilot company.
In terms of characteristics of the cities and routes, there have been selected locations with
different infrastructures and features: from cities with an established network of bike paths to
cities with inexistent lanes for bikes. The same happens with the local regulations established,
with cities promoting the use of bikes by means of policies favouring their use and cities with
no legislations on this area.
Finally, it is worth to note that among the expected impacts of the introduction of e-bikes the
pilot companies mainly highlight the following aspects:








Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Improve company image
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
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6. Annexes: Questionnaires
6.1. Spain
In the case of Spain, these are the different companies selected for pilot actions:

6.1.1. Encicle
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

ENCICLE S.L.

Location

Country, city, address:
Spain, Valencia, calle Zapateros 8 bajo derecha, 46003

Website

www.enciclebicimensajeros.com

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Juan Maiquez, ADMINISTRATOR, Juan@enciclebicimensajeros.com, 676984648,
Spanish and English

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Company turnover: Initiating activity
Number of employees: 4
Annual working days:252
Infrastructures: garaje and office
Total number of vehicles: 1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Number of vehicles of this type
Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Type of service provided
Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Cargo Bullit
1
0
0
100kg
1m3
E-commerce
15km/day

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
e-commerce
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type
E-commece parcels
of vehicle (description, average size, average
from 0 to 10 kg
weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
1 bullit
Number of orders of this type of service received
2000
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per year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including
gradient and other characteristics)

10 km
9
15 km
2 hours
18km
10kg
1 m3
5 km
Intercity flat routes
with few slight slopes

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle) N/A
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used N/A
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month) N/A
conventional
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month) N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month) N/A
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives:
No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
In the city of Valencia there is an extensive network of infrastructure for the
promotion of cycling , with plans to :
- Increase the number of kilometers of existing bike path in Valencia
- Increased number of streets with bicycle traffic precedence over "ciclocalles"
(single-lane streets where the maximum velocity is limited to 30km/h ) .
- Installation of new bicycle racks in sensitive areas (universities, colleges, sports,
entertainment and culture ...)
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
At the traffic ordinance of the city of Valencia there are no specific regulations for
Background
pedal-assist bicycles , but for bicycles in general: rules , parking, prohibited actions ,
information
obligations of other users, offenses and penalties.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month)
30€/month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
The wind influences the performance of the e-bike
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description)
Most of the incidents related to failed deliveries (Average of 1 per week)
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
No
Previous experience with E-bike technology
No
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
12
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corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
Reduce emissions, provide alternative services, improve logistics processes
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
Load capacity, easy to drive and noiseless
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
Long lasting batteries / better performance of batteries
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme?
No news about other projects

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
x Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
x Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):Training 26-5-14
- Period of operation (start date, end date):Start 27-5-14 End 27-1-15
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-cargo-bike

E-bikes

Brand

Garbi Mercancías

Provider

Txita Txirrindak, s.l.

Market price (€)

6.900 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity
or green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Estándar electricity grid
0,036 kWh/Km
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E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)

10- 15 Km depending on the load
and type of driving
250 Kg.

Volume (m3)

1,5 m3

Battery type

10Ah –36V

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 volts, 10 Amperes / hour.
0,36 Kwh
4 hours.

How fast can the bike be charged
to full capacity?
Do users have the possibility to
choose different levels of support
from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get
assistance from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Maximum power of 250W for the
pedal assistance. Working mode of
the motor: on/off+ handle +
pedaling
25km/h.
2,5 Meters

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged:
30€ / month
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Ramon Pons, 35 years old, no experience with cargo-bikes but more than 15 years
using bikes.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
E-COMMERCE
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of vehicle E-commece
(description, average size, average weight, average volume) parcels from 0
to 10 kg
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
GARBI CYCLE
Number of orders of this type of service received per year
4750 aprox.
Average distance per order
3 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
12
Average distance per journey
20
Average journey time
2h 30min
Average
driving
speed
(stops
for
deliveries
not
considered)
18
Services
Average weight transported per vehicle
provided
10 kg
with E-bikes
Average volume transported per vehicle
1 m3
Average distance of empty trips
6 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient and
Flat routes with
other characteristics...)
few slight
slopes
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Van
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Diesel
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

8 liters per 100km

Payload(Kg)

850 kg

3

2,5 m3

Volume (m )
Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 417 €/month
14
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-

Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
Insurance costs (€/month): 11€/month
Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): training and marking the e-bike

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
monitoring
Other
Services covering the following postal codes of Valencia:
relevant
Mainly: 46001, 46002, 46003, 46004, 46005, 46006, 46007, 46008.
information
And occasionally: 46009, 46010, 46011, 46013, 46015, 46017, 46018, 46019, 46020,
46021, 46022.
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes

6.1.2. EROSKI
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

EROSKI (CECOSA SUPERMERCADOS)
Central:
Pol.Ind. Agurain, parc. 7
01200 Agurain (Spain)

Location

Country, city, address:
Eroski Abad y la Sierra
C/abad y la sierra, s/n
07800 Ibiza (Spain)

Website

www.eroski.es
facebook.com/Eroski
twitter.com/Eroski

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Maite Ibargutxi
Resp. Servicio Domicilio
miren_maite_ibarguchi@eroski.es
15
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Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Company turnover: 108000
Number of employees: 4
Annual working days: 313
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse
- Eroski Abad y la Sierra: C/abad y la sierra, s/n. 07800 Ibiza (Spain)
- Eroski Castilla: Carrer de Castella, 24. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Macabich: Av Isidoro Macabich, 59. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Aragón: C/Aragón, 111. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Figueretes: C/Quarto de Portmany, s/n. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Vilapark: Calle de la Paz. 07800 Ibiza
Total number of vehicles: 4
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Small - van
Number of vehicles of this type
2
Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)
Diesel
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
8
Payload (Kg)
660 kg
Volume (m3)
2,16
Type of service provided
Home delivery
Average distance travelled
17.918
annually by each type of vehicle

Medium - van
2
Diesel
10
1092 kg
4,752
Home delivery
20.547

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Freight transport
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Food, 60kg
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average weight.
average volume)
Electrical
appliance, 360kg
average weight.
Vehicles used for this type of service
Industrial (vans)
Number of orders of this type of service received per
1.600.000
year
Average distance per order
5 km.
Average number of deliveries per journey
4-6
Average distance per journey
20 to 30 km.
Average journey time
1 hour–1,5 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 to 30Km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
300 kg aprox.
Average volume transported per vehicle
2 to 3 m3
Average distance of empty trips
1 Km.
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Depends on the
and other characteristics)
area

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
Costs of
specify options and values for each type of vehicle)
conventional
Renting: Small 348,60€/mes; Medium: 541,31€/mes
fleet
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
1,3757€/litre
16
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-

Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
184€/month
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
5,00€/month (included in the renting).
- Insurance costs (€/month): N/A
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Marking of the vehicle 370€/month,
Participation in other related initiatives: No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
More than 400 parking spaces for de Bikes in Ibiza
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
- From municipal traffic regulation:
Bicycles circulate on lanes aside for the purpose in the driveway or sidewalk,
sidewalks and walks, but pedestrians enjoy preference step in the latter cases. If
there are no lanes reserved for bicycles, they will circulate on the road, as close to
the sidewalk as possible
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month). No data
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Rain and wind affects the service
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
Background fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
information description)
Nothing to highlight except some technical malfunctions
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
No accidents
Previous experience with E-bike technology
None
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
Eroski, has a continuous worry about the environment and sustainability
Eroski aims to be the leaders in innovation within the distribution sector through
the use of clean vehicles
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements? No data
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
Better performance of the batteries
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme? No

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
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x

Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
x Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)
x

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):February-April 2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date): May2014 – January 2015
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-cargo-bike
Brand
Garbi Mercancías
Provider
Txita Txirrindak, s.l.
Market price (€)
6.900 €
Number of vehicles of this type
1
Type of fuel (country grid electricity Estándar electricity grid
or green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
0,036 kWh/Km
E-bike battery range / autonomy
10- 15 Km depending on the load and
type of driving
Payload capacity (Kg)
250 Kg.
3
Volume (m )
1,5 m3
Battery type
10Ah –36V
Battery capacity (kWh)
36 volts, 10 Amperes / hour.
0,36 Kwh
How fast can the bike be charged
4 hours.
to full capacity?
Do users have the possibility to
Maximum power of 250W for the pedal
choose different levels of support
assistance. Working mode of the motor:
from the motor?
on/off+ handle + pedaling
Up to what speed do you get
25km/h.
assistance from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
2,5 Meters
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Man of 39 years old, experienced deliveryman. Luis Alfonso Blanco Gallego
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Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Freight delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Food. Boxes of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
a maximum
average volume)
weight of 20 Kg
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bikes
Number of orders of this type of service received per year 25.000
Average distance per order
1,5 Km.
Average number of deliveries per journey
2
Average distance per journey
3 Km.
Average journey time
30 minutes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
From 20 to 25
Services
considered)
Km./hour
provided
Average weight transported per vehicle
180 Kg.
with E-bikes
Average volume transported per vehicle
1,5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
1 Km.
Area of activity (route description including gradient and
Flat routes
other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Industrial – small
van
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Diesel
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
8 l/100km
Payload(Kg)
660 Kg.
Volume (m3)
2,16

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 417 €/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- Insurance costs (€/month): 11€/month
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): training and marking the e-bike

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
monitoring
The e-bike will be sited in the Eroski de Abad y la Sierra while not in use. Form there,
it will cover the services of that centre and the rest of the centers in this order:
Other
- Eroski Castilla. Carrer de Castella, 24. 07800 Ibiza
relevant
information - Eroski Macabich. Av Isidoro Macabich, 59. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Aragón. C/Aragón, 111. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Figueretes. C/Quarto de Portmany, s/n. 07800 Ibiza
- Eroski Vilapark. Calle de la Paz. 07800 Ibiza
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Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes

6.1.3. SD Logistica
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

SISTEMA A DOMICILIO SD 2000, S.L.
Central: Avda. Txorierri, 9, 3º. 48160 – Derio (Bizkaia)

Location

Country, city, address:
Pablo Iglesias, s/n
46970 – Alaquas (Valencia)

Website

www.sdlogistica.es

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Joaquin Bruque Bonet. Director Territorial
j.bruque@sdlogistica.es 690671956

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Company turnover: 3000000
Number of employees: 80
Annual working days: 313
Infrastructures: Central office and 3 local offices. 1 warehouse
Total number of vehicles: 156
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Small - van
Medium - van
Number of vehicles of this type
107
47
Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)
Diesel
Diesel
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
8
10
Payload (Kg)
660 kg
1092 kg
Volume (m3)
2,16
4,752
Type of service provided
Home delivery service
Average distance travelled
17.918
20.547
annually by each type of vehicle

Big - van
2
Diesel
12
1490 kg
14,68
26.075
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Current
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Freight transport
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of Food, 60kg average
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
weight
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Industrial (vans)
Number of orders of this type of service received
1.600.000
per year
Average distance per order
5 km.
Average number of deliveries per journey
4-6
Average distance per journey
20 to 30 km.
Average journey time
1 hour–1,5 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 to 30Km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
300 kg aprox.
Average volume transported per vehicle
2 to 3 m3
Average distance of empty trips
1 Km.
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Depends on the
and other characteristics)
area

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle)
Renting: Small 348,60€/mes; Medium: 541,31€/mes; Big: 756,62
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
1,3757€/litre
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
184€/month
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
5,00€/month (included in the renting).
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Marking of the vehicle 370€/month
Participation in other related initiatives:
-Electric vehicles in Álava, Vizcaya, Guipúzcoa, Barcelona y Valencia.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
In the city of Valencia there is an extensive network of infrastructure for the
promotion of cycling , with plans to :
- Increase the number of kilometers of existing bike path in Valencia
- Increased number of streets with bicycle traffic precedence over the lanes for
bicycles (single-lane streets where the maximum velocity is limited to 30km / h ) .
Background
- Installation of new bicycle racks in sensitive areas (universities, colleges, sports,
information
entertainment and culture ...).
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
At the traffic ordinance of the city of Valencia there are no specific regulations for
pedal-assist bicycles, but for bicycles in general: rules, parking, prohibited actions,
obligations of other users, offenses and penalties.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
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(€/month) 2.707Kw/month - 900€/month (office electricity)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes) N/A
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description) Technical malfunctions
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
No data
Previous experience with E-bike technology None
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
Sustainable urban distribution
Zero emissions
Look for clients aiming at this kind of services
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
- Flashlights (intermittent)
- Be able to adapt saddle and handlebar height for different user heights .
- The controls must be accessible and easy handling .
- Must be comfortable and unimpeded up and down.
- Assistance engine Buena, ( minimizes Exertion )
- Large or search mirrors located para ensure good vision.
- Backdoor preferable with 2 doors instead of blind.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered? Better performance of batteries
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme? N/A

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
x Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
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Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): February-April 2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date): May2014 – January 2015

E-bikes

Total number of E-bikes introduced:1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-cargo-bike
Brand
Garbi Mercancías
Provider
Txita Txirrindak, s.l.
Market price (€)
6.900 €
Number of vehicles of this type
1
Type of fuel (country grid electricity
Estándar electricity grid
or green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
0,036 kWh/Km
E-bike battery range / autonomy
10- 15 Km depending on the load and
type of driving
Payload capacity (Kg)
250 Kg.
Volume (m3)
1,5 m3
Battery type
10Ah –36V
Battery capacity (kWh)
36 volts, 10 Amperes / hour.
0,36 Kwh
How fast can the bike be charged to 4 hours.
full capacity?
Do users have the possibility to
Maximum power of 250W for the pedal
choose different levels of support
assistance. Working mode of the motor:
from the motor?
on/off+ handle + pedaling
Up to what speed do you get
25km/h.
assistance from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
2,5 Meters
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Experienced delivery-man from 20 to 40 years old

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Freight delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
type of vehicle (description, average size,
Food
average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Industrial - van
Number of orders of this type of service received
1.600.000
per year
Services
Average distance per order
5 km. Per order
provided
Average number of deliveries per journey
with E-bikes
4-6
Average distance per journey
20 - 30 km.
Average journey time
1 hour
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
25 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
300 kg.
Average volume transported per vehicle
2.5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
1 Km.
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Area of activity (route description including
City centre.
gradient and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Industrial - Medium
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Diesel
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
10 l/100 km
Payload(Kg)
1092
Volume (m3)
4,752

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 417 €/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- Insurance costs (€/month): 11€/month
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): training and marking the e-bike

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
monitoring
Other
Postal codes covered by the service to the Central Market of Valencia: 46001; 46002;
relevant
information 46003; 46004; 46007; 46008. The e-bike will be sited in the Central Market of
Valencia while not in use.
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes
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6.2. Netherlands
In the case of Netherlands, these are the different companies elected for pilot actions:

6.2.1. BSO Struin
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

BSO Struin

Location

Country, city, address:
The Netherlands, Nijmegen, Ooysedijk 61, 6522 KV

Website

www.struin.nl

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Matthijs de Gruijter, director, directive@struin.nl, 0031 (0)24-7506085

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company turnover: 60,000 euros per month
Number of employees: 17
Infrastructures: 3 garages, 1 office
Total number of vehicles:17 bikes: 9 group bikes, 8 cargo bikes
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Group bike

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

9

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Muscle, electricity

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

Unknown

Payload (Kg)

450

Volume (m3)

10 children

Type of service provided

Transport of children

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

2500 km

Type of vehicle

Cargo bike

Number of vehicles of this type

8

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Muscle, electricity

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

Unknown

Payload (Kg)

200

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

5 children

Type of service provided

Transport of children

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

2500 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
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Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with
each type of vehicle (description, average
size, average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service
received per year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for
deliveries not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description
including gradient and other
characteristics)

Transport of children
Children aged between 3 and
12
17
Every day at least 1 trip per
bike
4 km
1
9 km
30 minutes
18 km/hour
300 kg for group bike, 125 kg
for cargo bike
Group bike 10 children, cargo
bike 5 children
3 km
Large city, surrounded by
nature. Sometimes roads are
not paved. Some steep hills or
dikes are part of the route, as
well as steep speed bumps

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle)
12000 euro for group bike, 4500 euro for cargo bike
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
0,22 euro per kWh
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
Costs of
unknown
conventional
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
200 euros for group bike, 75 euros for cargo bike
- Insurance costs (€/month)
Not insured
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Not applicable
Participation in other related initiatives:
no
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
Normal Dutch city, though the outskirts are much more hilly than average.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
Background restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
information drivers, taxes)
Nijmegen is a left-wing, green city where people are rather enthusiastic about
alternative transport options
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month)
unknown
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Just typical Dutch
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Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description)
Regular troubles, especially the engine of the group bikes has frequent malfunctions
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
none
Previous experience with E-bike technology
Company already used group bikes and cargo bikes with an electric engine
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
Environmentally friendly, children bike them self on the group bike, 10 children can
be transported at the same time.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
Save transport of 10 children and 2 adults in a reliable and safe way, where the
children also cycle.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
The transport is not reliable enough
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme?
yes

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
2 hours
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
August 2013 to December 2014
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Total number of working days along the pilot duration:320
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 2
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Group bike
Brand
Tolkamp
Provider
Tolkamp
Market price (€)
11,000
Number of vehicles of this type
1
Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
Green electricity
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
Unknown
E-bike battery range / autonomy
10-20 km
Payload capacity (Kg)
450 kg
3
Volume (m )
10 children+adult
Battery type
24v 50ah
engine:250v dc brushless
24v nominal pedal first
Battery capacity (kWh)
Unknown
How fast can the bike be charged to full
4-5 hours
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
Yes
different levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from
15 km/h
the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
Unknown
E-bikes
Type of E-bike
Brand
Provider
Market price (€)
Number of vehicles of this type
Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)

Cargo bike
De Redding
De Redding
5,000
2
Green electricity

Volume (m3)
Battery type

5 children
sealed lead accu 24 v.
20 ah
engine: 250v dc
brushless 24v nominal
pedal first
Unknown
4-5 hours

Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose different
levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from
the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Unknown
20 km
200 kg

Yes
25 km/h
unknown
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Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged: 0,22 euros
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Employees aged between 17 and 44, both male and female.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Transport of children
Type of good/passenger delivered with
Children
each type of vehicle (description, average
size, average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Group and cargo bike
Number of orders of this type of service
4,000
received per year
Average distance per order
4 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1
Average distance per journey
9 km
Average journey time
30 minutes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
18 km/h
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Group bike 300 kg, cargo
Services
bike 125 kg
provided
Average
volume
transported
per
vehicle
Group bike 10 children,
with E-bikes
Cargo bike 5 children
Average distance of empty trips
3 km
Area of activity (route description including Large city, surrounded by
gradient and other characteristics...)
nature. Sometimes roads
are not paved. Some steep
hills or dikes are part of the
route, as well as steep
speed bumps
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced 8 cargo bikes, 9 group bikes
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Muscle, electricity

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

n/a

Payload(Kg)

200-450 kg

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

5-10 children

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
Not applicable
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
200 euros for group bike, 75 euros for cargo bike
- Insurance costs (€/month)
The bikes are not insured
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...):
Not applicable
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Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)
It is estimated that on average group bikes cannot finish their trip 3 times per year
due to breakdowns. For cargo bikes, this is 1 time per year. Furthermore, 1 employee
works 9 hours a week to maintain the fleet and a bike producer does larger repairs
every 2 months.
Annexes

6.2.2. DHL
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

DHL Express NL

Location

Country, city, address:
The Netherlands, Schiphol, Anchoragelaan 32, 1118 LD

Website

www.dhl.com

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Arne Melse, Operations Field Support Specialist,

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: unknown, DHL is a global company and the cargo bike is just a
very small part of it.
Number of employees: unknown
Annual working days: unknown
Infrastructures: office, garage

Baseline
Fleet

Total number of vehicles:
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Number of vehicles of this type
Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)

Current
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Worldwide parcel delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with
From pallet to envelop

Van
1
Diesel
12,5 l/100 km
1000 kg
7,5 m3
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each type of vehicle (description, average
size, average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service
received per year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including
gradient and other characteristics)

1
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Utrecht/Almere and their
surroundings

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :N/A
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle) N/A
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used N/A
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month) N/A
conventional
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month) N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month) N/A
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives: No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
-normal rather large Dutch cities with good cycling infrastructure. Both cities are flat
though there are several bridges
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
-not applicable
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month)
-unknown
Background Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
information -normal Dutch weather
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description)
-unknown
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
-unknown
Previous experience with E-bike technology
-there were already some e-bikes used in the company
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
-reduced emissions, increase efficiency, corporate social responsibility
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
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programme?
-yes
Other relevant information
-it is a nice project to promote urban logistics by bike. We want to show that this is
the way forward.
In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?

Expected
impacts

Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
There is already a lot of experience with (e-)bikes and bike routs. Recruitment of
employees and a location to park the bike takes the most time before a new e-bike
can be introduced
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Almere 15-02-2014-february 2015
Utrecht 15-01-2014-january 2015
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 2
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Bullitt

E-bikes

Brand

Larry vs. Harry

Provider

Posthouwer

Market price (€)

2276

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Pedal support,
muscle
Unknown
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E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

200 kg

Volume (m3)

160 liters

Battery type

Bionx

Battery capacity (kWh)

250 Watt

How fast can the bike be charged to full capacity?

One night

Do users have the possibility to choose different
levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from the
electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Yes
27 km/h
No idea

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged:
26 cents
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Male, 28 years old
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of international
express post
Type of good/passenger delivered with
Shoebox size, 2 kg
each type of vehicle (description, average
size, average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Cargo bike
Number of orders of this type of service
Drives every day
received per year
Average distance per order
0,75 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
40
Average distance per journey
30 km
Average
journey
time
4 hours
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
18 km/h
provided
not
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
80 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
160 liter
Average distance of empty trips
0
Area of activity (route description including City centres
gradient and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
2 VW Krafter
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Diesel
12,5 l/100 km
1000 kg
7,5 m3

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
Not applicable
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
50 euros
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- Insurance costs (€/month)
Not applicable
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...):
Training of new employees: 500 euros
Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
Other
monitoring
relevant
information A bike replaces a van but larger deliveries are delivered by a larger bus
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes

6.2.3. Marleenkookt
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

MarleenKookt

Location

Country, city, address:
The Netherlands, Amsterdam, Gerard Schaepstraat 6, 1052 GL

Website

www.marleenkookt.nl

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Joris Keijzer, founder, joris@marleenkookt.nl, 06-33666633

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Company turnover: confidential
Number of employees: 25-30, including deliverers
Annual working days: 210
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
-office, kitchen, warehouse, all in the city centre of Amsterdam
Total number of vehicles: 7
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Urban arrow cargo (old model)
Number of vehicles of this type

7

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Green electricity
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Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

Current
Services

n/a

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Meal delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
1-10 meals per
type of vehicle (description, average size,
package, 3,5-40 liters
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
e-cargo bikes
Number of orders of this type of service received Confidential
per year
Average distance per order
25 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
13
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
2,5 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Varies a lot
Average distance of empty trips
Varies a lot
Area of activity (route description including
Amsterdam within the
gradient and other characteristics)
main highway rink

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle)
Around 4200 euros (purchase costs)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Costs of
Green electricity, 0,22 euros per kWh
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
fleet
unknown
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
- Insurance costs (€/month) N/A
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives:
-none
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
-Amsterdam is flat but there are many steep bridges and some dikes. It’s a busy city
with proper bicycle routes
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
Background
drivers, taxes)
information
-n/a
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month)
- n/a
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
-normal Dutch weather
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description)
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-unknown
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
-unknown
Previous experience with E-bike technology
-the company uses e-cargo bikes from it’s very early beginning. Now it has 7 e-cargo
bikes and with help of PRO-E-BIKE there are now 9 of them.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
-increased efficiency and productivity, larger area where meals can be delivered.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
-easy to drive, no high maintenance costs, sufficient load capacity.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
-easier to lock the cargo
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme?
-yes
Other relevant information
-in an urban area like Amsterdam, the bike is much more flexible than a car. The
limited range of e-bikes makes it hard to deliver in the city’s suburbs

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
X Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
X Increase company profitability
X Increase competitiveness
X Increase service quality /added value
X Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
X Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
X Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)
The above is mainly the case because MarleenKookt grows and therefore it needs
new bikes. Because of good experiences these bikes are e-cargo bikes.
The bikes function as an ad, leading to publicity among customers and new
employees

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
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Autumn 2013-autumn 2014
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 210
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 2
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Cargo bike

E-bikes

Brand

Urban Arrow Cargo

Provider

Urban Arrow

Market price (€)

4200

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

40-45 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

100 kg

3

?

Volume (m )

1,2m3

Battery type

36 Volt Lithium-Ion
10Ah battery
?

Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Couple of hours
yes
25 km/h
?

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged: Unknown
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…) Unknown
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of meals
Type of good/passenger delivered with
1-10 meals per package,
each type of vehicle (description, average
3,5-40 liter
size, average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e-cargo bikes
Number of orders of this type of service
confidential
received per year
Average distance per order
25 km
Services
Average number of deliveries per journey
13
provided
with E-bikes
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
2,5 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
15 km/h
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Varies
Average volume transported per vehicle
Varies
Average distance of empty trips
Varies
Area of activity (route description including Amsterdam within the ring
gradient and other characteristics...)
road
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
n/a
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

n/a

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

n/a

Payload(Kg)

n/a

3

n/a

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 4200 euros
Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): unknown
- Insurance costs (€/month) The bikes are not insured
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): N/A

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
monitoring
Other
MarleenKookt is considering possibilities to make cycling more comfortable if it is
relevant
information raining, how bikes with breakdowns can be picked up more quickly and how the cargo
can be secured easier to prevent theft.

6.2.4. Puurland
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

PUURland

Location

Country, city, address:
The Netherlands, Arnhem, Sickeszplein 2, 6821 HV

Website

www.puurland.nl

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Steven Koster, urban farmer, steven@puurland.nl, +31 6 51050689

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Company turnover: 20,000 euros
Number of employees: 1
Annual working days: 240
Infrastructures: urban garden 8000m2, 2 greenhouses, one used as office
Total number of vehicles:1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Volvo V70
Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel
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Current
Services

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6,5

Payload (Kg)

750 kg

Volume (m3)

4m3

Type of service provided

Delivery of vegetables and fruits

Average distance travelled
annually by each type of vehicle

5000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of regional
fruits and vegetables
around Arnhem
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type
Bags with food, bulk
of vehicle (description, average size, average
transport of
weight, average volume)
purchased goods
Vehicles used for this type of service
Volvo V70
Number of orders of this type of service received
25 bags per week
per year
Average distance per order
5 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
4
Average distance per journey
20 km
Average journey time
1h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
30 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
20 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
10 km
Area of activity (route description including
Steep hills in and
gradient and other characteristics)
around Arnhem

Costs of
conventional Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :Unknown
fleet
Participation in other related initiatives:
no
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
Steep hills and bridges in and around Arnhem
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
no
Background
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
information
(€/month)
unknown
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Typical Dutch weather
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
description)
none
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
zero
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Previous experience with E-bike technology
none
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
Reduce emissions, CSR, cost reduction
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
Large cargo space
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered? n/a
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme? yes

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
X Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
X Improve company image
Increase safety and security
X Reduce emissions
X Reduce energy consumption
X Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
X Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
X Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
X Other impacts (please specify) the e-bike generates a lot of free publicity

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
3 months
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
July 2013-winter 2015
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-cargo bike

E-bikes

Brand

Urban Arrow

Provider

Urban Arrow

Market price (€)

4,100 euro

Number of vehicles of this type

1
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Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)

20 km, but the bike
has 1 spare battery
100 kg

Volume (m3)

1,2m3

Battery type

36 Volt Lithium-Ion
10Ah accu
?

Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

?

4 hours
Yes
35 km/h
5 meter

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged:
0,1885 euros
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Myself, 43 years, active cyclist
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
1) Delivery of food
2) pick up of goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with
1) 3 bags (20 kg)
each type of vehicle (description, average
2) 25 kg
size, average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Urban Arrow e-bike
Number of orders of this type of service
50
received per year
Average distance per order
1) 5km
2) 2 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1) 3
2) 4
Services
Average
distance
per
journey
1) 20 km
provided
2) 10 km
with E-bikes
Average journey time
1) 1,5 h
2) 1 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
20 km/h
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
20 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
1) 5 km
2) 1 km
Area of activity (route description including Hilly environment
gradient and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1 Volvo V70
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Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6,5

Payload(Kg)

750 kg

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

4 m3

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 4,100 euros (purchase costs)
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): 0 euros so far
- Insurance costs (€/month) 7,50 euros
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): N/A

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the
monitoring
Besides the easy use of the e-bike in the city and the sustainability of this transport
Other
mode, I am excited about how it helps for the image of the company and the free
relevant
information publicity I get. I am frequently contacted by people about my bike, had an article in a
regional newspaper and I am on the frontpage of a local newspaper. I also use the
bike as an advertisement in front of the office and at events.
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes

6.2.5. Subway
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Subway Middenwaard

Location

Country, city, address:
Middenwaard 145, 1703 SC Heerhugowaard, The Netherlands

Website

www.subway.nl

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
S. Wiersma, Dga, info@subwaymiddenwaard.nl, 072-5727396

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company turnover: unknown
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Number of employees: 9
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: in the store and in front of the store
Total number of vehicles: 3: 2 scooters, 1 bike
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

?

Payload (Kg)

?

3

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Scooter

Volume (m )

?

Type of service provided

Delivery of sandwiches

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

?

Type of vehicle

Bike

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Muscle power

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

n/a

Payload (Kg)

?

Volume (m3)

?

Type of service provided

Delivery of sandwiches

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

?

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of
goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of sandwiches
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
Sandwiches, 15 to 30
type of vehicle (description, average size,
cm long
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Scooters and bike
Number of orders of this type of service received 3000
per year
Average distance per order
4 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
2
Average distance per journey
8 km
Average journey time
20 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
40 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
500 g
Average volume transported per vehicle
2 liters
Average distance of empty trips
2 km
Area of activity (route description including
flat
gradient and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
Costs of
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
conventional
specify options and values for each type of vehicle) ?
fleet
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-

Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Scooter: 1,60 euros
Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month) ?
Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month) unknown
Insurance costs (€/month) unknown
Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A

Participation in other related initiatives:
-none
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
-typically dutch city with quite a lot of attention paid to cycling infrastructure
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or
drivers, taxes)
-none
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs
(€/month)
-0,07 euros
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
-normal dutch weather
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions,
fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident
Background description)
information -none
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
-unknown
Previous experience with E-bike technology
-none
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
-corporate social responsibility
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil
your service requirements?
-fast, flexible
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
-silent, economical
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE
programme?
-no

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes
in your company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
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Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
1 month
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
November 2013-november 2014
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each
type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Verona

E-bikes

Brand

Stella

Provider

Stella

Market price (€)

1299

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid

E-bike battery range / autonomy

70

Payload capacity (Kg)

5

3

0,14/km

Volume (m )

0,3

Battery type

Litheon

Battery capacity (kWh)

6

How fast can the bike be charged to full capacity?

4 hours

Do users have the possibility to choose different
levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from the
electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Yes
24 km/h
1m

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the
E-bike will be charged: 0,07 euros
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…)
Male and female, 15 years or older, limited e-bike experience
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Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with
E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of
sandwiches
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
15-30 cm long,
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
0,5 kg, 0,3 liters
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e-bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
500
year
Average distance per order
2 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1
Average distance per journey
1 km
Average
journey
time
5 min
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
provided
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
500 g
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,3 l
Average distance of empty trips
1 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
flat
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were
previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1 scooter
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3

Payload(Kg)

5 kg

3

10 l

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): e-bike is bought instead of rented
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): none
- Insurance costs (€/month): 20 euros
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new
consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training
in E-bikes, advertising campaign...): none
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data
sheet of vehicles…)

Annexes
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6.3. Sweden
In the case of Sweden, these are the different municipalities selected for pilot actions:

6.3.1. Motala
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Home care service for elderly in the municipality of Motala

Location

Hemtjänsten
Charlottenborg
Lustigkullevägen 12 C
S-591 46 Motala
Sweden

Website

www.motala.se
Anders Forsberg
Head of home care service
anders.forsberg@motala.se
+46 (0) 141-225 308

Contact
details

Charlie Velano Johansson,
Energy planner
charlie.velano.johansson@motala.se
+46 (0) 141-222 486

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company budget: 14,000,000 SEK/år (€ 1,542,241 per year)
Number of employees: Totally 30, and in the project 20 employers
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures (garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other): 2 offices.
Total number of vehicles: Totally 7 cars and 6 bicycles, and in the project 3 cars and 5 bicycles.
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Car

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Petrol/biogas

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6 litre

Payload (Kg)

15 Kg

3

Volume (m )

0.25 m3

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

35,000 km

Type of vehicle

Car

Number of vehicles of this type

1
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Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6 litre

Payload (Kg)

15 Kg

3

Volume (m )

0.25 m3

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

35,000 km

Type of vehicle

Bicycles

Number of vehicles of this type

6

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Approx 3 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Delivery of service i.e.
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
personnel and sometimes
average volume)
groceries.
Vehicles used for this type of service
Car, bicycles and walking.
Number of orders of this type of service received per
28,300 +31,000 = 59,300
year
Average distance per order
300 meters
Average number of deliveries per journey
14
Average distance per journey
9.4 km
Average journey time
40 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h for bikes, and 50
considered)
km/h for cars
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not possible
Area of activity (route description including gradient
120 km2
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle):
5,000 SEK/car = 15,000 SEK (€ 1,657)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Costs of
Petrol 14 SEK (€ 1.55), Diesel 11 SEK (€ 1.21), Gas 10,47 SEK/Nm3 (€ 1.15) (November 2013).
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
fleet
2,200 SEK+ 1,100 SEK + 3,200 SEK = 6,500 SEK/month (€ 718 per month)
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month):
Car 850+850+850 SEK/month = 2,550 SEK/month (€282 per month)
- Insurance costs (€/month):
308 SEK + 208 SEK + 208 SEK = 724 SEK/month (€ 80 per month)
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-

Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...): N/A

Participation in other related initiatives?
- The municipality lends e-bikes to employees and the public.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes?
- 110 km bike lines (5 % where pedestrians and cyclists are separated).
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month):
- 0.11 €/kWh
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
Background - None.
information Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description): - 1-2 accidents
Previous experience with E-bike technology?
- No.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- To replace shorter car travels by e-bike travels, save time and environment.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- No.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- Bike basket in the front.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
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Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Implementation steps:
Pilot

- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31st of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bik city bike

E-bikes

Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity where it is possible,
otherwise country grid electricity.
Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

Volume (m3)

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kwh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: Unknown
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Female, age 48, nurse.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
Only the driver and sometimes
type
of
vehicle
(description,
average
size,
groceries.
Services
average
weight,
average
volume)
provided
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
with E-bikes
Number of orders of this type of service received 4,320 + 3,650 = 7,970
per year
Average distance per order
300 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
4 km
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Average distance per journey
5
Average journey time
12 minutes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including
Clipped area, hills, travel along bike
gradient and other characteristics...)
lanes and car roads.
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Car
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Petrol and diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6 litre

Payload (Kg)

15 kg

3

0.5 m3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): - Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.
Off Course e-bike.

Annexes

6.3.2. Motala (Borensberg)
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name
Location

Home care service for elderly in the municipality of Motala.
Motala kommun
Hemtjänsten
Boregatan 3
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S- 590 31 Borensberg
Sweden
www.motala.se

Website

Charlie Velano-Johansson
Energy planner
charlie.velano.johanson@motala.se
+46 (0) 141-222486
Contact
details

Anita Lehnér
Head of department
Home care service
anita.lehner@motala.se
+46 (0) 70-279 08 90

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company budget: 4,976 Million SEK = € 548,156 (1 SEK = 0.11 €)
Number of employees: 153
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: Number of local offices = 1
Total number of vehicles: 5
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Car

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6 litre/100 km

Payload (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

0.25

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

13,400 km/car

Type of vehicle

Bicycle

Number of vehicles of this type

3

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

N/A

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Delivery of service i.e.
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
personnel and sometimes
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average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

groceries.
Cars and bicycle (sometimes
walking)
38,900
300 m
10
6 km
30 min
15 km/h for bikes, and 50
km/h for cars
Not relevant
Not relevant
Not possible
100 km2

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify
options and values for each type of vehicle):
Leasing: 5,000 SEK/car/month = 10,000 SEK/month
€ 551/car/month = € 1,102/month
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Diesel 14.38 SEK/litre (Nov 2013) => € 1.63 per litre (rate 1 SEK = € 0.11)
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
conventional
Car 1: 1,100 SEK = 121 €/month
fleet
Car 2: 900 SEK = 99 €/month
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month):
Tires, service, taxes 400 SEK x 2 = 800 SEK/month = 88 €/month
- Insurance costs (€/month):
208 SEK x 2 = 416 SEK/month = 46 €/month
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided
with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...): No
Participation in other related initiatives
- No, but the municipality lends e-bikes to employees and to the public.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- Paved bicycle lanes and roads.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- Not possible.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
-0
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
-0
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
- None
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
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e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Replace shorter car routes with e-bikes, save time and environment.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Battery durability, winter tires etc.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- Cycle basket in the front.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31st of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike city bike

E-bikes

Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or

Green electricity where it is possible,
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green electricity)

otherwise country grid electricity.

E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

3

Volume (m )

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kwh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: 0.11 €/kW
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Woman, nurse, 43 years old.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Only the driver and
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
sometimes groceries.
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
3,800
year
Average distance per order
300 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
7
Average distance per journey
2 km
Average journey time
12 min
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
provided
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including gradient
0.225 km2
and other characteristics...)
Paved bicycle lanes and roads.
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Some car and bicycle routes.
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6 litre/100 km

Payload (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

-
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Costs of Ebikes

Annexes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): Unknown
- Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.
Go to www.ocoffcourse.se to learn more about the e-bike used in the project.

6.3.3. Aleris
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Aleris Home Care Service

Location

Aleris Omsorg AB
Skogslyckegatan 5b
587 27 Linkoping
Sweden

Website

www.linkoping.se
http://www.aleris.se/har-finns-vi/linkoping/aleris-hemtjanst-linkoping/

Contact
details

Marie Gunhardson
Operations manager Aleris
Skogslyckegatan 5b
587 27 Linköping
Sweden
+46 700 00 96 68
marie.gunhardson@aleris.se
swedish, english

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company budget: transport, 108,000 SEK
Number of employees: 57 employees, of whom 41 use the bikes
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: Number of local offices: 1
Total number of vehicles: 2 cars, 2 bikes
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

car

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

1.2

Payload (Kg)

-

3

Volume (m )

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

1,500 km/month
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Type of vehicle

Bike

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

No information available

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Delivery of service i.e.
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
personnel and sometimes
average volume)
groceries.
Vehicles used for this type of service
Car, bike, walking
Number of orders of this type of service received per
111,384
year
Average distance per order
442 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
14
Average distance per journey
6.2 km
Average journey time
1.12 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h for bikes, and
considered)
unknown km/h for cars
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not possible
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Not available
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (0 €), rental fee (0 €/month) or leasing fee (815 €/month)
- Average cost of fuel per each type of fuel used: gasoline 1.48 €/litre
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle: 305 €/month
conventional
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle: 203 €/month
fleet
- Insurance costs: 152 €/month
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...): parking fee 305 €/month
Participation in other related initiatives:
- No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes:
- The district Johannelund is a residential area just outside the city centre. In the district there is a
centre, apartment blocks and villas. The area is hilly, but there are plenty of bike lanes and minor
Background
streets. Streets, however, is frequented by both cars and buses, and car parking is limited.
information
Snow removal in the winter work satisfactory even if, when heavy snow and ice, it is difficult.
Electric bikes are judged to be a better option than walking or cycling with regular bikes.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes:
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
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Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month):
- Not possible.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes):
- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description):
-0
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description):
-4
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
- No previous experience
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Reducing car use and reducing lead times.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Winter wheels and good battery time.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- None.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
x Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
x Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31 of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
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Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike city bike

E-bikes

Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity where it is possible,
otherwise country grid electricity.
Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

3

Volume (m )

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kwh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: Not available
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): The average employee is a woman
aged 25-50 years. She bikes from home to work, but trains rarely the gym. She has no previous
experience of E-bikes.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Only the driver and
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
sometimes groceries.
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
70,000
year
Average distance per order
442 m
Services
provided
Average number of deliveries per journey
14
with E-bikes
Average distance per journey
6.2 km
Average journey time
1.12 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Not available
and other characteristics...)
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
0

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.

6.3.4. Ydre
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Home care service for elderly in the municipality of Ydre.

Location

Ydre kommun
Torget 4
S-570 60 Ydre
+46 (0) 381-66 12 00

Website

www.ydre.se
Maria Petersson
Head of Department
Home care service
maria.petersson@ydre.se
+46 (0) 381-661273

Contact
details

Kickan Grimstedt
Energy Strategist
kickan.grimstedt@atvidaberg.se

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company budget: 816,000 SEK per year.
Number of employees: A total of 19,45 full time employees.
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: Number of locations: One location in the city of Osterbymo.
Total number of vehicles: 7 cars and 4 regular bikes.
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Renault Megan (car)

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

7

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3.5

Payload (Kg)

1,394

3

Volume (m )
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Current
Services

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

-

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
Delivery of service i.e. personnel and
type of vehicle (description, average size,
sometimes groceries.
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Car and regular bikes
Number of orders of this type of service
62,500 orders per year.
received per year
65 % by bike (40,625) and 35 % by car
(21,875)
Average distance per order
In October 2013 the car distance was in
general 11,755 km. In average per year
the distance would be approx. 6.44 km
(see the calculation below).
(11,755*12=141,000 km
=>141,000/21,875=6.44 km)
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
Average distance per journey
5*6.44=32.2 km
Average journey time
35 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
15 km/h for bikes, and 53 km/h for cars
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not possible
Area of activity (route description including
778.6 km2
gradient and other characteristics)
(land 675.42 km2 and water 103.2 km2)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle): 3,000 SEK per month => € 330 per month (rate 1 SEK = € 0.11)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Diesel 14.38 SEK/litre (Nov 2013) => € 1.63 per litre (rate 1 SEK = € 0.11)
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
conventional
2,400 km per month * 0.35= 84 litre diesel *14.38 SEK = 1,208 SEK/month => € 133 per month
fleet
(rate 1 SEK = € 0.11)
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month): 0
- Insurance costs (€/month): 150 SEK/month => € 17 per month (rate 1 SEK = € 0.11)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...):N/A
Participation in other related initiatives:
- No.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes:
- Not applicable.
Background Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
information legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes:
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month):
- Not possible.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes):
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- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description):
- No incidents.
Accidents rate in your operations:
-1-2 accidents.
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
- No.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Reduce emissions, cost reduction and healthier personnel.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Approved, easily dislodged and attaching the battery, fast charging battery, low entry, easy to
raise and lower the handlebars and seat, foot and hand brake, summer and winter tires, bicycle
basket in the front and the back.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- None.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot
E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31st of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
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Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike city bike
Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity where it is possible,
otherwise country grid electricity.
Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

3

Volume (m )

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kWh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: 1 SEK /kWh
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): A middle-aged woman who has
extensive experience working with people.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Only the driver and
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
sometimes groceries.
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
1,000
year
Average distance per order
1 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
10
Services
provided
Average distance per journey
10 km
with E-bikes
Average journey time
2,5 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
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Type and number of vehicles replaced

Renault Megan

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100 km)

0,35

Payload (Kg)

1,394

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

-

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.

6.3.5. Atvidaberg
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Home care service for elderly in the municipality of Atvidaberg.

Location

Åtvidabergs kommun
Adelswärdsgatan 7
Box 206
S-597 25 Åtvidaberg
Sweden

Website

www.atvidaberg.se
Lisa Johansson
Head of Department
Home care service
lisa.johansson@atvidaberg.se
+46 (0) 120 38000

Contact
details

Kickan Grimstedt
Energy Stategist
kickan.grimstedt@atvidaberg.se
+46 (0) 738-359 708

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company budget: Budget 2013 was 17,157,000 SEK = 1,890,016 €
(1 SEK = € 0.11).
Number of employees: 36 totaly
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- Number of home care head office: 1
- 1 local location in Åtvidaberg
- 1 local location in Falerum
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Total number of vehicles: 16
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

VOLKSWAGEN, VW 1K

Number of vehicles of this type

3

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

ethanol/petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7.0

Payload (Kg)

1,780

Volume (m3)

Baseline
Fleet

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

30,000 km/year

Type of vehicle

TOYOTA URBAN CRUISER 1.4

Number of vehicles of this type

3

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4.9

Payload (Kg)

1,700

Volume (m3)

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

30,000 km/year

Type of vehicle

TOYOTA XA3(A)

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

5.2

Payload (Kg)

1,480

Volume (m3)

Current
Services

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

45,000 km/year

Type of vehicle

bicycle

Number of vehicles of this type

8

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

300 km/year

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
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Type of good/passenger delivered with each
type of vehicle (description, average size,
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service
received per year

Average distance per order

Average number of deliveries per journey

Average distance per journey

Average journey time

Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including
gradient and other characteristics)

Delivery of service i.e. personnel and
sometimes groceries.
Car, bicycle
september-2013. Central area: 7,086
visits, countryside 2,226 visits och
Night patroll 1,000 visits.
(7,000+2,200+1,000)x12=122,400
243,744 km (car 2013)
122,400 orders 2013
97,920 orders (80% by car)
97,920/243,744=4 km per order
Night 6.7 km per order
Countryside 2.7 km per order
Central area 0.7 km per order
Food delivered: 25
Night: 4
Day countryside: 5
Day central area: 5
Night: 6.7 km x 4 = 26.8 km
Day countryside: 2.7 km x 5=13.5 km
Central area 0.7 km x 5=3.5 km
Night 51 km per hour
Day countryside 61 km per hour
Central area 42 km per hour
15 km/h for bikes, and 50 km/h for
cars
Not relevant
Not relevant
Not possible
Area 780.27 km2
Land 686.62 km2
Water 93.65 km2

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle):
Leasing cost: Small car 3,000 SEK/month Bigger car 4,500 SEK/month (€ 330/month and
€ 496/month)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Petrol 14.03 SEK/litre (€ 1.55/litre), diesel 14.38 SEK/litre (€ 1.63/litre), E85 (ethanol) 10.13
Costs of
SEK/litre (€ 1.12/litre) (November 2013).
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
fleet
Smaller car 2,500 km x 0.8 x 14.03 SEK = 2,806 SEK (€ 309)
Bigger car 3,750 km x 0.8 x 14.38 SEK = 4,314 SEK (€ 475)
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month): 0
- Insurance costs (€/month): 300 SEK/month (€ 33.05/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...): N/A
Participation in other related initiatives
Background -No
information Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes:
- Not available.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
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legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes:
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month):
- Not possible.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes):
- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description):
- None.
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description):
- Maximum five per year.
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
-The staff tried one electric bicycle, which has been highly appreciated.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Reduced the number of short car journeys, reduced CO2 emissions and healthier personnel.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements? Approved, easily dislodged and attaching the battery, fast charging battery, low
entry, easy to raise and lower the handlebars and seat, foot and hand brake, tires:
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- N/A
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
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- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31st of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike city bike

E-bikes

Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity where it is possible,
otherwise country grid electricity.
Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

3

Volume (m )

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kwh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
- Not possible.
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
- A middle-aged woman who has extensive experience working with people.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Only the driver and
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
sometimes groceries.
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
1,000
Services
year
provided
Average distance per order
1 km
with E-bikes
Average number of deliveries per journey
10
Average distance per journey
10 km
Average journey time
2.5 h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
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Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
VOLKSWAGEN, VW 1K 1
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Ethanol/petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7.0

Payload (Kg)

1,780

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

-

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.

6.3.6. Kinda
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Home care service for elderly in the municipality of Kinda.

Location

Kinda Hemtjänst
Ulrikagatan 1A
S- 590 36 Kisa
Sweden

Website

www.kinda.se
Birgitta Johansson
Head of department
Home car service
birgitta.johansson@kinda.se
+46 (0) 494-191 52

Contact
details

Kickan Grimstedt
Energy strategist
kickan.grimstedt@atvidaberg.se
+46 (0) 120-831 91

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company budget: Approx 28 Million SEK (€ 3,084,482) and for transports approx 900,000 SEK (€
99,144) (1 SEK = € 0.11).
Number of employees: 50, in the selected groups for this project 44.
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
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- Home care service office locations: 3
Total number of vehicles: 12 cars and 5 regular bikes.
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle: en tabell för varje bränsletyp för bil, en för cykel
och en för elcykel om det användes redan innan projektet startade
Type of vehicle
TOYOTA XP11(A)
Number of vehicles of this type

3

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4.9

Payload (Kg)

1,700

3

Volume (m )
Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15,000 km/year

Type of vehicle

OPEL meriva

Number of vehicles of this type

6

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6.1

Payload (Kg)

1,437

3

Volume (m )
Baseline
Fleet

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15,000 km/year

Type of vehicle

VOLKSWAGEN, VW 1KM GOLF

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Ethanol/petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

5.5

Payload (Kg)

1,570

3

Volume (m )
Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15,000 km /year

Type of vehicle

Bicycle

Number of vehicles of this type

5

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

-

Type of service provided

Home care service for elderly

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

300 km /year

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of services
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Type of good/passenger delivered with
each type of vehicle (description,
average size, average weight, average
volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service
received per year

Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per
journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for
deliveries not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description
including gradient and other
characteristics)

Delivery of service i.e. personnel and
sometimes groceries.

Car and bicycle
October 2013
Home care day time: 9,787 orders Night
patrol: 523 orders.
Total: (9,787+523)x12=
116,520 orders
Day 2 km/order
Night 11.6 km/order
5-10 deliveries per journey
Day 5*2 km = 10 km
Night 10*11.6 = 116 km
15 km/h for bikes, and 50 km/h for cars
Not relevant
Not relevant
Not possible
1301.9 km2
1129.47 km2 land
172.49 km2 water

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet:
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle):
WW/Opel 3,000 SEK/month (€ 330)
Toyota 4,000 SEK/month (€ 441)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Petrol 14.03 SEK/litre (€ 1.55/litre), diesel 14.38 SEK/litre (€ 1.63/litre), E85 (ethanol) 10.13
Costs of
SEK/litre (€ 1.12/litre) (November 2013).
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month): Golf 1,620 km x
fleet
0.55 x10.13 = 903 SEK (€ 99.47)
Toyota 1,620 km x 0.49 x 14.38 = 1,141 SEK (€ 125.69)
Opel 1,620 km x 0.61 x 14.03 = 1,386 SEK (€ 152.68)
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month): 0 €
- Insurance costs (€/month): 125 SEK/month (€ 13.77/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...): N/A
Participation in other related initiatives:
- No.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes:
- Not available.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
Background
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
information
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes
- People under the age of 15 are obliged to use a helmet when cycling.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- Not possible.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Snow and minus degrees in general from November to April.
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Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- None.
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description):
- Maximum 5
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
- No.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- To at least partly be able to replace leasing cars.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements? Approved, easily dislodged and attaching the battery, fast charging battery, low
entry, easy to raise and lower the handlebars and seat, foot and hand brake, tires:
- No.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): From April 2013 to October 2013.
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1st of November 2013 – 31st of October 2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 365

E-bikes

Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
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Type of E-bike

E-bike city bike

Brand

Off Course

Provider

Off Course AB, www.ocoffcourse.se

Market price (€)

€ 1,000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Green electricity where it is possible,
otherwise country grid electricity.
Not available

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 – 60 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

120 kg

3

Volume (m )

Not relevant

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V 9 Ah => 324 Wh => 0.324 kwh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

5-6h
Yes, six different levels.

25 km/h
Not available.

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
- Not available.
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
- Not available.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Only the driver and
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
sometimes groceries.
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike city bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
10 % of order in Kisa and
year
Rimforsa = 7,500 orders per
year
Average distance per order
2 km
Services
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
provided
Average
distance
per
journey
5*2 km = 10 km
with E-bikes
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average volume transported per vehicle
Not relevant
Average distance of empty trips
Not available
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
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Type and number of vehicles replaced

OPEL meriva 1

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6.1

Payload (Kg)

1,437

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

-

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): € 36/month
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): N/A
- Insurance costs (€/month): Not possible.
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): Not relevant.
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6.4. Italy
In the case of Italy, these are the different companies selected for pilot actions:

6.4.1. Grafica KC
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Grafica KC S.n.c.

Location

Via alla Stazione per Casella, 30
16122 Genoa, Italy

Website

www.graficakc.it

Contact
details

Giacomo Chiarella
info@graficakc.it
3295950990

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources




Number of employees: 4
Total working hours in a year: 230

Total number of vehicles: 1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

van

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10 l/100 km

Payload (Kg)

600 Kg

3

Volume (m )

0,84 m3 (70cmx120cmx100cm)

Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

20.000 km: the van is used in the current
operation for collection, delivery and
other activities of the company. Some of
this operations take place in the urban
centre of Genova, others out of the
urban area.

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
collection and delivery in
urban centre
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Typographic products
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
Average weight: 5Kg
average volume)
Average volume: 0,027 m3
(30cmx30cmx30cm)
Vehicles used for this type of service
van
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Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

90
10 km
1,3
13 km
30 minutes
20 km/h
5 Kg
0,027 m3 (30cmx30cmx30cm)
4 km
Urban area, centre of the city,
secondary roads

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
 Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle):
- Rent cost: €8.064 per year
 Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
- 1,6-1,7 €/l
 Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
- Around 1.200 km/year over the total 20.000 km/year regard the delivery in the urban
Costs of
centre  100 km/month  17 €/month for urban delivery of the van (considering an
conventional
average consuption of 10 l/ 100km)
fleet
 Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month):
- Included in the renting costs
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- Included in the renting costs
 Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...):
- No other related costs





Background 
information





Participation in other related initiatives
- no other initiatives
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- In general Genova is not a city with infrastructures suitable for bicycle: few bike lines, no
charging points, city centre with extended limited traffic area.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use
of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- There are not particular restrictive regulation in term of using e-bike.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Sometimes weather conditions should influence the use of e-bike.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- No accident has occurred in the last years
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- This is the first experience with e-bike technology.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes e.g. reduce emissions,
increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social responsibility, costs
reduction?
- We’ll use e-bike for reducing emissions and for achieve more social and ecological
responsibility.
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What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- An e-bike has to be efficient in term of speed and quality in transport and delivery and
also it has to be competitive to improve company’s image.
 Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No, because even if it is less expensive than a car or van, it’s a new purchase that has to be
done and operating and variable costs saving can repay the e-bike purchase cost just in
long term period.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
x Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
x Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
 Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- 15 days
 Period of operation (start date, end date):
- 10 month, From 01/03/2014 to 31/12/2014
 Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
- About 200 working days
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1 e-cargobike
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Cargo-bike

E-bikes

Brand

Carriola – El-ciclo

Provider

El-ciclo

Market price (€)

€ 2.690,00

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

country grid electricity
0,01 kWh/km
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E-bike battery range / autonomy

Payload capacity (Kg)

50 km (average speed 20km/h, flat
route, 50-60 pedal revolutions per
minute)
80 Kg

Volume (m3)

0,18 m3 (L=75cm, W=65cm, H=30-40cm)

Battery type

Litio LiFePO4 (36V-12 Ah-432Wh)

Battery capacity (kWh)

432Wh

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

6-8 hours
no

25 km/h (according to the law)
30°



Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike
will be charged:
- 0,077 €/kWh
 Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
- Male; 35 years old, first experience with e-cargobike
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Typographical goods
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e-cargo-bike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
80
year
Average distance per order
5 Km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1,3
Average distance per journey
6 Km
Average journey time
15 minutes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
Services
considered)
provided
Average weight transported per vehicle
5 Kg
with E-bikes
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,027 m3 (30cmx30cmx30cm)
Average distance of empty trips
3 Km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Urban area, centre of the city,
and other characteristics...)
secondary roads
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1 van
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10 l/100 km

Payload(Kg)

600 Kg

3

Volume (m )

0,84 m3 (70cmx120cmx100cm)
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Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
 Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- We are planning to buy it, providing data to Pro-e-bike project. The purchasing cost is
about 2.700 €.
 Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- 10 €/month
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- No insurance needed
 Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):
- Using e-bike, we estimate to reduce our costs and environmental impact of 30%, but we
will increase use of electricity of about 5%.

6.4.2. Eco Bike Courier
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

ECOBIKE COURIER

Location

Via Carrara 85/8
Genova Italy

Website

www.ebcgenova.it

Contact
details

Ivan Azzaro (owner)
mail: info@ebcgenova.it
mobile: 3929164909

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources






Company turnover: 25,000 €
Number of employees: 2
Annual working days: 260
Infrastructures: office and garage

Total number of vehicles: 4
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

normal bikes and e-bikes

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

2 normal bikes
2 e-bikes
n.a.

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)

2 normal bikes: 10-15 kg
2 e-bikes: 20 kg
 1 normal bike: 40 litres
 1 normal bike: 20 litres
 1 e-bikes: 30+20 litres
 2 e-bikes: 30+40 litres
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Current
Services

Type of service provided

delivering of goods, parcels, letters, etc.

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

6.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of goods/parcels
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Food (average size
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
40cmx20cmx20cm) and
average volume)
documentation (40cmx20cm)
Vehicles used for this type of service
2 normal bikes
2 e-bikes
Number of orders of this type of service received per
5.200 (for the 4 bikes)
year
Average distance per order
3 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
Average distance per journey
8 km
Average journey time
2 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
15 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
35 litres
Average distance of empty trips
2 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Genova is a city full of climb
and other characteristics)
and slope, extended along the
sea

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
 Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle):
- 600 € for purchasing the normal bikes;
- 700 € for purchasing the e-bikes plus 1.000 € for the electric engine
 Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
- 1 € for each recharge for the e-bikes
Costs of
 Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
conventional
- 10 €/month for each e-bike
fleet
 Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month):
- 20 € for the four bikes, 5 € for each bikes
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- 20 € for the company activities
 Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...):
- no other costs


Participation in other related initiatives
- no other initiatives
 Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- In general Genova is not a city with infrastructures suitable for bicycle: few bike lines, no
charging points. The city has a centre with extended “limited traffic area”.
Background
information  Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use
of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- In our sector we just need an insurance and the general licence for delivery.
 Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
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- around 1 € for a day – 30 € for month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- The weather is very good for using bicycle, because we live in a city without snow or
particular bad weather conditions. Wind can represents, sometimes, an obstacles for
riding bicycle.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- Battery recharge delayed for the e-bikes: 8 times
- Deliveries in late: 10 times
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 20 times per year (mistakes in delivering address; delay; technical problem with bike)
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- 2 e-bikes used in current activities
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes (e.g. reduce emissions,
increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social responsibility, costs
reduction)?
- The introduction of a e-cargobike, within the support of Pro-e-bike project, will let us to
enlarge our potential market, to have more visibility, to make our logistic chain more
efficient, to manage more orders in the same time span.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- It has to be reliable, fast, easy to be driven
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No other expectation
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No, we wanted to enlarge our e-bikes fleet but, without Pro-e-bike support, it was very
difficult to afford the cost of a e-cargo bike
Other relevant information
- No other information

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
X

Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness

X

Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security

Expected
impacts

Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
X

Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
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Reduce the selling price
X

Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
 Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- February-May 2014
 Period of operation (start date, end date):
- May-December 2014
 Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
- 180
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1 e-cargobike
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Cargo e-bicycle

E-bikes

Brand

Cargobike di Stefano Ferrari

Provider

Cargobike di Stefano Ferrari

Market price (€)

1.200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

50 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

80 kg

Volume (m3)

0,250 m3

Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

540 Wh (0,54 kWh)

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

4 hours

10 Wh/km

yes

It’s the slope (and not the speed) that
makes the engine support necessary
30°



Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike
will be charged
- 0,2 € kW/h
 Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
- man, 32, biker
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
delivering of goods
Services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
food and parcels, boxes of
provided
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
medium size for a maximum
with E-bikes
average volume)
volume of 0,250 m3
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
1 e-cargobike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
We haven't an history of this,
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year

Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)

we estimate that we are
currently refusing around 100
orders per year, too big to be
carried with bikes with normal
frame. We estimate that we’ll
further enlarge our market
thanks to the visibility given by
the e-cargobike to our
activities.
6 km
3
9 km
120 min
15 km/h
8 kg
0,2 m3
5 km
The road quality of Genova
urban area is not very good

Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used to
provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
We don’t replace any traditional
vehicle, because we were used to
delivery with normal e-bikes. We are
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
enlarging our potential market: with
the e-cargo bike, we’ll be able to carry
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
big parcels, that before were carried
by traditional vehicles (vans) of other
Payload(Kg)
delivering companies.
Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Annexes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
 Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- We are planning to buy it, providing data to Pro-e-bike project. The purchasing cost is
about 1.000 € for e-bike and about 1.000 € for electrification.
 Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- 40 €/month
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- 20 €/month
 Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation centre
for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising campaign...):
- Other costs will be linked to the need of additional personnel for managing all the
additional deliveries
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data sheet of
vehicles…)
Pictures of the fleet so far used for delivering activities
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First normal bike

Second normal bike

6.4.3. GLS
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Youlog srl

Location

Country, city, address:
Italy, Cernusco sul Naviglio (MI), via Cavalcanti 4

Website

www.youlog.it

Contact
details

Franco Fabriziani
mobile 320 0680660
office 02 87366592

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources






Company turnover: 6.5 million euros in 2013
Number of employees: 1(+150 collaborators)
Annual working days: 250
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other
- Office in Cernusco
- Warehouse in Verona
- Office in Verona
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Youlog is in charge for delivering activities of GLS in Milano area
Total number of vehicles: 150
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Van and truck

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

150

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

8,3 l/100km

Payload (Kg)

1.670 kg

Volume (m )

1,550 m3

Type of service provided

Express courier

Average distance travelled
annually by each type of vehicle

30.000 km

3

Current
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery
of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
Packs
type of vehicle (description, average size,
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
van
Number of orders of this type of service
4.500.000
received per year
Average distance per order
3,5 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
85
Average distance per journey
130 km
Average journey time
8 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
25 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
1.000 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
9 m3
Average distance of empty trips
n.a.
Area of activity (route description including
Milano, Verona and
gradient and other characteristics)
Mantova

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
 Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please
specify options and values for each type of vehicle):
- 60.000 €/month for the rental and 12.000 €/month for the leasing for
the entire fleet
 Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
Costs of
- 1,34 €/litre
conventional  Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
fleet
- 30.000 km/year  3.100 km/month  500 €/month for each vehicle
(considering an average consuption of 8,3 l/100km)
 Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month) :
- 200 €/month for each vehicle
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- 100 €/month for each vehicle
 Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently
provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
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Background
information










Expected
impacts

no other costs

Participation in other related initiatives
- Currently Orobici, our partner in Milano, run a similar activity in
Bergamo.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- Approximately 140 km of bike lane suitable in Milano
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms
of legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of
length/weight restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special
certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- E-bikes can run through down town without restriction, helmet is
required for the bikers.
- The recent institution of a congestion charge area increases the cost of
delivery in the city centre with traditional vehicles.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and
costs (€/month)
- Consumption 200 kWh/month, around 50 €/month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes):
- No restriction
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical
malfunctions, fines) experienced in your operations (average number per
year and incident description).
- So far we did not experience incident
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and
description)
- Car crash are 1,5 per month
Previous experience with E-bike technology:
- We use 1 triclò in Mantova
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics
process, corporate social responsibility, costs reduction?
- Reduce emission and maintain efficiency (cost and quality service)
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order
to fulfil your service requirements?
- About 60 parcel delivered per day and per e-bike
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not
currently offered?
- No other expectation
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PROE-BIKE programme?
- Yes, it was our intention. Pro-e-bike support gave us the possibility to
make the initiative more stable in the start-up phase.
Other relevant information
- No other information

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of
the E-bikes in your company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
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Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
 Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- 2 months
 Period of operation (start date, end date):
- March 2014-December 2014
 Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
- 150
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 4 e-bikes
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Electric bike

Provider

 3 Winora T2
 1BH Xenion 700
Huno snc for the bicycle

Market price (€)

€ 2.000

Number of vehicles of this type

4

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

80 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

25 Kg

Volume (m3)

0,07 m3

Battery type

Litium

Battery capacity (kWh)

300 Wh (0,3 kWh)

How fast can the bike be charged to full capacity?

3 hours

Do users have the possibility to choose different
levels of support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from the
electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Yes 4 different support level

Brand

E-bikes

8-10 Wh/km

25 km/h
45°



Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike
will be charged:
- 0,25 €/kWh
 Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
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-

4 guys, male, average age 30 years old

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Parcel distribution
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of vehicle
letters and small parcels
(description, average size, average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e-bikes
Number of orders of this type of service received per year
65.000
Average distance per order
0,7 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
60
Average distance per journey
25 km
Average journey time
5h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not considered)
12 km
Services
Average weight transported per vehicle
30 Kg
provided
Average volume transported per vehicle
70 l
with E-bikes
Average distance of empty trips
2 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient and
Milano downtown
other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1,7 vans

Costs of Ebikes

Annexes

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9,5

Payload(Kg)

40 kg

Volume (m3)

10

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
 Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- 200 €/month
 Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- 20 €/month
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- 30 €/month
 Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):
- No other costs
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data sheet of
vehicles…)
Pictures of vans so far used for delivering activities
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GLS van [picture 1]

GLS van [picture 2]

6.4.4. TNT
COMPANY PROFILE: MASTER COURIER

Company
name

Master Courier (for TNT Global Express)

Location

Genova

Website

Master Courier website n.a. (TNT website: http://www.tnt.it/)

Contact
details

Paola Chiadò
pchiado@tntitaly.it
011/2226274

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
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Resources




Annual working days: 250
Infrastructures: 1 warehouse

Total number of vehicles: 23
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

van

Number of vehicles of this type

13

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

12,5

Payload (Kg)

1300

3

Baseline Fleet

Volume (m )

13

Type of service provided

Pick-ups and deliveries

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

25.600 per year / 100 per day

Type of vehicle

Boxed van

Number of vehicles of this type

7

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

14,3

Payload (Kg)

1000

3

Volume (m )

20

Type of service provided

Pick-ups and deliveries of bulky
shipments
21.800 per year / 86 per day

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle
Type of vehicle

Scooter

Number of vehicles of this type

3

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,6

Payload (Kg)

30

3

Volume (m )

0,04

Type of service provided

Pick-ups and deliveries of envelopes and
small parcels
15.800 per year / 63 per day

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Current
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Parcels & Envelopes
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
van
Number of orders of this type of service received per
15.600-17.400
year
Average distance per order
1,55 (25600 km / 16500
delivery)
Average number of deliveries per journey
1.300-1.450 per month
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Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

1.900 per month
8h
20 km/h

Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey

Delivery
Bulky Shipments like pallets
and large boxes

Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient

10 kg/each parcel
0,11 m3
15
Genoa area. Genoa is a city
full of climb and slope,
extended along the sea

Boxed van
18.000
1.500 per month
1,21 (21800 km / 18000
delivery)
1.000 per month
8h
20 km/h
17,5 kg/each parcel
Not available
15 km
Genoa area. Genoa is a city
full of climb and slope,
extended along the sea
Delivery
Envelopes and some very
small parcels
Scooter
26.400-30.000
0,56 (15800 km / 28200
delivery)
2.200 per month
1.500 per month
8h
20 km/h
0,3 kg /each parcel
0,04 m3
15 km
Genoa area, specifically the
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and other characteristics)

Costs of
conventional
fleet

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
 Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle):
- depreciation: 6.200 euro/ month for the whole fleet
 Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used:
- 1,4 €/litre
 Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month):
- 7.500 €/month for 13 van, 7 boxed van and 3 scooter.
 Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month):
- 180 €/month for each vehicle
 Insurance costs (€/month):
- 166 €/month for each vehicle
 Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...):
- no other costs







Background 
information







Expected
impacts

city centre. Genoa is a city full
of climb and slope, extended
along the sea

Participation in other related initiatives
- No other initiatives.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- In general Genova is not a city with infrastructures suitable for e-scooter: no charging
points, city centre with extended limited traffic area.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use
of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- Promotion of e-scooter use through Ele.C.Tra. project that is working on the creation of
recharging infrastructure in Genoa city. Furthermore access to restricted access area is
allowed for e-scooter.
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- The weather conditions in Genova are generally quite mild and the use of scooters is
widespread across the city for private transportation.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- So far we did not experience incident
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- This is the first experience with e-scooter technology.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes e.g. reduce emissions,
increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social responsibility, costs
reduction?
- We’ll use e-bike in order to reduce environmental impacts and to achieve more social and
ecological responsibility.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- An e-scooter has to be efficient in term of speed and quality in transport and delivery and
also to be competitive to improve the company’s image.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No, because even if it is cheaper than traditional scooter in terms of energy consumption,
it is still very expensive to replace a traditional scooter with an electric one.

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
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x

Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)
x

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Implementation steps:
 Set up period (administrative and legal issues, training…):
- 5 months (from January to July 2014)

Pilot





Operational period (start date, end date):
- 6 months (from September 2014 to February 2015)
Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
- About 100 working days

Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1 e-scooter
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-scooter

E-bikes

Brand

Etropolis – Reload

Provider

Synthonia

Market price (€)

7.200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

80-100 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

50 kg

3

3-4 kWh/100 km

Volume (m )

0,06 m3

Battery type

Lithium (LiFePO4 cells)

Battery capacity (kWh)

4 kWh
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How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

4-h hours
it’s a fully electric vehicle

it’s a fully electric vehicle
45°



Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike
will be charged:
- 0,18€ - 0,40€
 Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
- Male “pony express” type of driver; 35 year old, first experience with e-scooter but longterm experience with traditional scooter

Services
provided with
E-bikes

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Small parcels and envelopes
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e-scooter
Number of orders of this type of service received per
26.400-30.000
year
Average distance per order
0,4-0,5 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
100
Average distance per journey
18-20 km
Average journey time
8h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
0,3 kg /each parcel
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,04 m3
Average distance of empty trips
15 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Genoa area, specifically the
and other characteristics...)
city centre. Genoa is a city full
of climb and slope, extended
along the sea
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1 scooter
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,6

Payload(Kg)

30 kg

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

0,04

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
 Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- 650 €/month
 Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
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- Included in the rental fee
Insurance costs (€/month):
- Included in the rental fee
 Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):
- Not applicable


Other
relevant
information

Annexes

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the monitoring
- It is fundamental to bear in mind that the biker’s level of performance and productivity
are expected not to be impacted; this is a very key element for the success of the field
testing and a general requirement set by TNT for any type of field and operational testing
it has been involved.
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data sheet of
vehicles…)
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6.5. Croatia
In the case of Croatia, these are the different companies selected for pilot actions:

6.5.1. CITYEX
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

CITYEX d.o.o.

Location

Country, city, address:
Croatia, Zagreb, Donje svetice 40

Website

http://www.cityex.hr/

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Damir Badurina, Head of fleet management, damir.badurina@cityex.hr

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: 20,65 mil.€
Number of employees: 1100
Annual working days: 260
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- offices 59
- locations 53
- warehouse 2
Total number of vehicles:775
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Scooter

Number of vehicles of this type

460

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4

Payload (Kg)

130 kg

3

Volume (m )
Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

12000 km
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Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Van

Number of vehicles of this type

188

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9

Payload (Kg)

1043 kg

3

Volume (m )

9 m3

Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

75000 km

Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Car

Number of vehicles of this type

20

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6,5

Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)

Baseline
Fleet

Type of service provided

corporate use

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

40000 km

Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Truck

Number of vehicles of this type

7

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

26

Payload (Kg)

7500

3

Volume (m )

40 m3

Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

120000 km

Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Bike

Number of vehicles of this type

100

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

4000
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Current
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of post and packages
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
post and packages
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
bike, scooter, van
Number of orders of this type of service received per
62 million
year
Average distance per order
350 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
550
Average distance per journey
65 km
Average journey time
1 day
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
45 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
250 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
1 m3
Average distance of empty trips
15 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
The whole country
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€) 620263 € (bikes and scooters), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee
(€/month) 95217 € (vans, cars and trucks)(please specify options and values for each
type of vehicle)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
gasoline 1,3 €, diesel 1,15 €
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
Van 646 €, Car 249 €, Truck 2990 €, Scooter 52 €
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
Van 72,36 €, Car 52,6 €, Truck 263,15 €, Scooter 26,31 €
- Insurance costs (€/month)
Van 50,65 €, Car 46 €, Truck 131,57 €, Scooter 9,6 €
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Participation in other related initiatives
-No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- big city
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- no data
Background
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
information
- no data
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- all weather conditions
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- no data
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- no data
Previous experience with E-bike technology
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- No
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
-increase efficiency or productivity
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- fair price
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- fair price
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
-No
Other relevant information
- E-bikes are too expensive

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Implementation steps:
Pilot

- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):0
- Period of operation (start date, end date):01.06.2014-01.04.2015

Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 150
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 2
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e-cargo-bike
E-bikes

Brand

Krpan 14 City 3p

Provider

Krpan

Market price (€)

2000 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1
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Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

25 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

-

Battery type

-

Battery capacity (kWh)

-

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

2 hours

no data

Yes

No limit
no data

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
no data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
postman, 43, male, 6 years
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
post service
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
post and packages
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
1
Number of orders of this type of service received per
over 2 million
year
Average distance per order
30 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
400
Average distance per journey
12 km
Average journey time
4 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
10/km/h
Services
considered)
provided
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
22 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,3 m3
Average distance of empty trips
2 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
city
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced

1 bike

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
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Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):0
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):0
- Insurance costs (€/month)0
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):0

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the monitoring
Other
Good replacement for normal bikes, but unfortunately too expensive.
relevant
information

6.5.2. Croatian Post
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Croatian post

Location

Croatia, Zagreb, Jurišićeva 13

Website

www.posta.hr

Contact
details

Hrvoje Dragun,
expert assistant,
hrvoje.dragun@posta.hr

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: 233.612.875,00 €
Number of employees: 9.500
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures:
Garage Offices - 1016
Locations Warehouse Other Total number of vehicles: 3202 (of that number 2298 mopeds)
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:

Baseline
Fleet

Type of vehicle

Tomos APN 6

Number of vehicles of this type

1591

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,5

Payload (Kg)

158
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Volume (m3)
Type of service provided

Delivery of packages and letters

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

7278

Type of vehicle

Tomos HIP-HOP

Number of vehicles of this type

207

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,4

Payload (Kg)

164

3

Volume (m )
Type of service provided

Delivery of packages and letters

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

6564

Type of vehicle

Piaggio Liberty 50 4T

Number of vehicles of this type

500

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,2

Payload (Kg)

165

3

Volume (m )

Current
Services

Costs of

Type of service provided

Delivery of packages and letters

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

7546

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of packages and
letters
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
packages and letters, average
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
weight 35 kg, average volume
average volume)
0,05 m3
Vehicles used for this type of service
Tomos APN 6, Tomos HIPHOP, Piaggio Liberty 50 4T
Number of orders of this type of service received per
205000
year
Average distance per order
20 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
730
Average distance per journey
45 km
Average journey time
7h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
25 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
35 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,05 m3
Average distance of empty trips
5 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Hilly and plains terrain
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
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conventional
fleet

-

Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle) No data
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Petrol 1,32 (€/litre)
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
44,3 (€/month)
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
29,5 (€/month)
- Insurance costs (€/month)
2,2 (€/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)

Participation in other related initiatives
-No data
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- No data
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- No data
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- 11(kWh/month), 0,55 (€/month)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- No data
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- tire blowout
Background Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
information - No data
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- No data
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Payload e-bike, battery duration, ease controls e-bike
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- longer battery range e-bike
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- yes
Other relevant information
- No data

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
x Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
x Increase safety and security
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x
x
x
x
x

x

Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Implementation steps:
Pilot

- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): No data
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 1.8.2014 to 1.8.2015

Total number of working days along the pilot duration:250
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Kolo Krpan 14 City 3p SLO
Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija sport Slovenija

Market price (€)

2.170,00

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

electricity
3,25 kWh/100 km

E-bike battery range / autonomy
E-bikes

Payload capacity (Kg)

130

3

Volume (m )
Battery type

Lithium

Battery capacity (kWh)

36 V/16Ah

How fast can the bike be charged to full 6 hours
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
25 km/h
from the electro-motor?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: 0,046 (€/kWh)
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): 55 years old, male, 30 years is a
postman
Services

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
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(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
provided
with E-bikes
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of packages and
letters
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
packages and letters, average
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
weight 35 kg, average volume
average volume)
0,05 m3
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Kolo Krpan 14 City 3p SLO
Number of orders of this type of service received per
205000
year
Average distance per order
20 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
690
Average distance per journey
35 km
Average journey time
7h
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
35 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,05 m3
Average distance of empty trips
3 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Hilly and plains terrain
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Piaggio Liberty 50 4T
(1 piece)
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

petrol

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3,2

Payload(Kg)

165

Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 0
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): 5
- Insurance costs (€/month): 0
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): 0

6.5.3. DHL
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

DHL International d.o.o.
Country, city, address:

Location

Utinjska 40, 10020 ZAGREB, Croatia
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www.dhl.com

Website

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Robert Brajković, Operation Supervisor
robert.brajkovic@dhl.com
Contact
details

Phone: +385 1 6651 184
Mobile: +385 98 399 241
Fax: +385 1 6651 121
Languages: english, croatian

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:
Number of employees: 157
Annual working days: 252
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- warehouse in Zagreb
- offices in Zagreb
- offices in Rijeka, Split, Pula, Osijek, Zadar, Dubrovnik
Total number of vehicles:1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Ford, Renault (Transporter & Kangoo)

Number of vehicles of this type
Baseline
Fleet

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10 l / 100 km

Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Type of service provided
Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Current
Services

30.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Courier service
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Parcel / documents delivery
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
and pick up
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Ford / Renault
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
1 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
100 km
Average journey time
6 hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
50-60 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
400 kgs
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Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€),No data
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used 1.25€
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)150€
conventional
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)30€ / month
fleet
- Insurance costs (€/month) 85 € / month
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) No data
Participation in other related initiatives
- none
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
– not enough bike trails in the city , run through the city center is awkward because of the narrow
sidewalks and threading among pedestrians.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- n/a
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-No data
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- use of eBikes not possible during winter period, from November till end February
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- nothing to declare
Accidents
rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
Background
- mostly small material car damage, on the parking, 2 per year
information
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- none
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- reduce emissions 20% until 2020
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Easy to drive
- Light
- Long lasting battery
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No further expectation
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- Probably ye
Other relevant information
- n/a
Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x
x

Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): 2 days
- Period of operation (start date, end date): 01.08.2014.
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 160 days
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Krpan 14 City 3p
Brand
Provider

Vizija sport doo

Market price (€)

1000 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
E-bikes

E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)

200 kg

Volume (m3)

1

Battery type
Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?

No
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What is the turning radius?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): avg 30, male
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):

Services
provided
with E-bikes

Type of services provided with E-bikes
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)

Delivery & pick up
Documents up to
2 kgs

/
Min 100 m
40
20 km
4 hrs
/
/
/
/
City centar / pedestrians zone

Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used to
provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced

Not applicable

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10 l / 100 km

Payload(Kg)

/

3

/

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): free of charge
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): 10€/month
- Insurance costs (€/month) 10 €
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):N/A
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6.5.4. City of Zadar
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

City of Zadar

Location

Country, city, address:
Croatia, Zadar, Narodni trg 1, 23000 Zadar

Website

www.grad-zadar.hr

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Ana Bajlo, Head of Section for Energy Efficiency, ana.bajlo@grad-zadar.hr, +385 23 208 043,
Croatian

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: Number of employees: 198
Annual working days: 240
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- 1 garage,
- offices,
- 2 buildings
Total number of vehicles: 7
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

7

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Gasoline – 6; Diesel – 1

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)

Gasoline – 7,9 litre/100km; Diesel – 9,8
litre/100km
N/A

Volume (m3)

N/A

Type of service provided

For business travel, conduct activities on
the field
24.300 km

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Current
Services

Passenger car

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Not applicable
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
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Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
Purchase costs: Passenger car 1 – 26.150 €, Passenger car 2 – 22.200 €, Passenger car 3 –
13.070 €, Passenger car 4 – 13.070 €
Leasing fee: Passenger car 5 – 182 €/month, Passenger car 6 – 206 €/month, Passenger
car 7 – 525 €/month
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Costs of
Gasoline – 1,27 €/litre; Diesel – 1,16 €/litre
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
fleet
Gasoline – 173 €/month; Diesel – 435 €/month
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
109 €/month for one vehicle
- Insurance costs (€/month)
376 €/month for seven vehicle
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
No other costs.
Participation in other related initiatives
- City of Zadar is a partner at the ENPCOM - European Network for the Promotion of the
Covenant of Mayors project which aims to create a network of citizens, local
governments, industry organizations and associations by comparing European policies
and energy strategies and developing methods to enhance individual and collective
practices.
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- City of Zadar has a bicycle parking at the different locations and 12.35 km of bicycle
path.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- Local regulations don’t have any influence on use of E-bikes. According to the national
Background
law bike is a vehicle that has at least two wheels and which moves only by the driver or
information
which is equipped with pedals and auxiliary electric motor and which a maximum
continuous power is not more than 0.25 kW and it is progressively reduced to zero when
the speed reaches 25 km/h, or sooner, if the driver stops triggering the pedals. Such
vehicle doesn’t need the registration.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- Average electricity consumption in City of Zadar is 18.234 kWh/month and average costs
are 2.890 €/month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- City of Zadar has a mild climate with lots of sunny days.
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- No.
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- No.
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Previous experience with E-bike technology
- Don’t have
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Reduce emissions and costs reduction
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- It is enough to be classic E-bike with the basket for the stuff.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No other expectations.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
x Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): from October 2013
(Development of the Action Plan and organization of info day and other promotional
activities)
- Period of operation (start date, end date):17 July 2014, operation is still ongoing
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: cca 252
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
1 e-bike (standard)
Brand
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Provider
Market price (€)
Number of vehicles of this type
Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Battery type
Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Communal inspectors
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
provided
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
There is no replaced vehicles
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
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Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): NO
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): NO
- Insurance costs (€/month) NO
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): NO

6.5.5. Vrtovi
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Vrtovi d.o,o.

Location

Country, city, address:
Croatia, Zadar, Put Bokanjca 65

Website

N/A

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Marko Štefanek, CEO, stefanekmarko@gmail.com, Croatian and English

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Company turnover: Small shop
Number of employees: 2
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- Kiosk
Total number of vehicles: 0
Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers): No service provided
Type of services

Current
Services

Tobacco company (small
shop)

Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
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Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet : no costs
Costs of
conventional
fleet
Participation in other related initiatives
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
Background
information
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
Previous experience with E-bike technology
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
-

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the
E-bikes in your company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
x Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
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Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
x Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- Period of operation (start date, end date): October 2014 – September 2015
Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
Total number of E-bikes introduced:
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
Standard e-bike
Brand

Lombardo

Provider

Lombardo

Market price (€)
Number of vehicles of this type
Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)
E-bike battery range / autonomy
E-bikes

Payload capacity (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Battery type
Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose different levels of
support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):

Services
provided
with E-bikes

Type of services provided with E-bikes
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order

delivery
Beveragers, beer, cigaretts,
chips, candys.

<5km
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Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)

2

3kg

Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): 50
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): 300 euro

Annexes

6.5.6. Cistoca
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COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Čistoća d.o.o.

Location

Country, city, address:
Croatia, Zadar, Stjepana Radića 33

Website

www.cistoca-zadar.hr

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Ivan Mesić, Assistant Director of the Department of improving the system, ivan.mesic@cistocazadar.hr, 0038523234811, Croatian

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:
Number of employees: 341
Annual working days:315
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
-Main building with garages,
- place for leaving bikes located in city walls of Old town
Total number of vehicles:123
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle: autopodizača – 14, autosmećarke-41, bulldozer-4,
cisterna 1, čistilica-7, kombi-9, kombinirka-1, motocikl-6, navlakač-3, osobno vozilo-8, peračica
kontejnera-1, peračica ulica-3, Sandučar-10, sandučar sa dizalicom-2, traktor-13
Type of vehicle
above

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Number of vehicles of this type

above

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

20 gasoline, 103 diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)

-

Volume (m3)

-

Type of service provided

-

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

-

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Waste collection and street
cleaning
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
waste
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
75 % of county
Average number of deliveries per journey
3
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Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Participation in other related initiatives
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
Background
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
information
Previous experience with E-bike technology
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
Other relevant information
Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of
the E-bikes in your company?
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x

x
x
x

x

x

Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Implementation steps:
Pilot

- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- Period of operation (start date, end date):1.1.2015

Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 10
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for
each type of E-bike (E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):

E-bikes

Type of E-bike

Apache E 3 - WORK

Brand

Apache

Provider

-

Market price (€)

17.607,00

Number of vehicles of this type

10

Type of fuel (country grid
electricity or green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

akumulatori

E-bike battery range /
autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)

30 km

Volume (m3)

80 l

Battery type

Li-Ion 36 V

driver 90 kg, cargo 80 kg

Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be
charged to full capacity?
Do users have the possibility to
choose different levels of
support from the motor?
Up to what speed do you get
assistance from the electro-

3 brzine
30 km/h
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motor?
What is the turning radius?

5 km

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site
where the E-bike will be charged:
Puni se u krugu tvrtke na utičnicama javne mreže. Tarifa HEP.
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): prosječna starost
je 45 godina
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be
provided with E-bikes (delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services,
delivery of passengers):

Services
provided
with E-bikes

Type of services provided with E-bikes
Type of good/passenger delivered with each
type of vehicle (description, average size,
average weight, average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service
received per year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including
gradient and other characteristics...)

street cleaning
waste

10
15

6 hours
15 km/h

Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that
were previously used to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced

Bicikli na nožni pogon

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
Volume (m3)

Costs of Ebikes

Annexes

Please,
-

indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
Insurance costs (€/month)
Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of
new consolidation centre for the new service provided, new personnel,
training in E-bikes, advertising campaign...):

Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures,
technical data sheet of vehicles…)
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6.5.7. Lipik
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Development and touristic agency LIRA d.o.o

Location

Lipik, Croatia

Website

www.lipik.hr

Contact
details

Dejan Iličić, direktor
mail:dejan.ilicic@gmail.com

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:
Number of employees: 10
Annual working days: 230
Infrastructures: garage and offices
- 4 departments in agency ; one of them is house care service

Total number of vehicles: 2
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Baseline
Fleet

Type of vehicle

scooter

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3

Payload (Kg)

250
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Volume (m3)

Current
Services

Type of service provided

Delivery of food and medicine

Average distance travelled
annually by each type of vehicle

3000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery
of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each Food ( 2 kg)
type of vehicle (description, average size,
Medicine( 200 g)
average weight, average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
scooter
Number of orders of this type of service
150
received per year
Average distance per order
10km
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
Average distance per journey
2km
Average journey time
10 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries
40 km/h
not considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
5 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
70cm3
Average distance of empty trips
1km
Area of activity (route description including
In City Lipik and 42
gradient and other characteristics)
villages around

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month)
(please specify options and values for each type of vehicle)
2.000 euro for scooter
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
1,3 €/litre
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
26 €/month
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
30 €/month
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services
currently provided with conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)

Participation in other related initiatives
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
Background
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
information
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight
restriction, use of helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles
or drivers, taxes)
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and
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costs (€/month)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical
malfunctions, fines) experienced in your operations (average number per year
and incident description)
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- No experience
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes?
- reduce emissions and costs reduction
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to
fulfil your service requirements?
- Endurance of battery min 5 hours, payload of goods 30 kg
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently
offered?
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-EBIKE programme?
- Only if is not too expensive
Other relevant information
-

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of
the E-bikes in your company?
+ Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
+ Improve company image
+ Increase safety and security
++
Reduce emissions
+ Reduce energy consumption
+ Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
+ Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
+ Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Total number of working days along the pilot duration:
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Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
e- bicycle
Brand

Lombardo

Provider

E-bikes

Market price (€)

1.700

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid

E-bike battery range / autonomy

5h

Payload capacity (Kg)

30

3

Volume (m )
Battery type
Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery and visiting
beneficiaries
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Food and medicine
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
e- bycicle
Number of orders of this type of service received per
200
year
Average distance per order
10 km
Services
provided
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
with E-bikes
Average distance per journey
2 km
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
10 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
2 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced

1 scooter

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

3

Payload(Kg)

30

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):

6.5.8. EIHP
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Energy Institute Hrvoje Pozar

Location

Savkska 163, Zagreb, Croatia

Website

www.eihp.hr
Matko Perović
mperovic@eihp.hr

Contact
details

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:3,5 mil Euro
Number of employees: 80
Annual working days: 230
Infrastructures: offices
Total number of vehicles: 6
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:

Baseline
Fleet

Type of vehicle

Car

Number of vehicles of this type

6

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7

Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)
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Current
Services

Type of service provided

Transport of employees

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

32.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of
passengers/employees
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
car
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
5 - 10 km ( only in Zagreb)
Average journey time
20 - 30 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Centre of Zagreb (relevant for
and other characteristics)
this project)
Most of trips are outside
Zagreb

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
16.000 €
Costs of
- Average cost of fuel ( €/litre) per each type of fuel used – 1,3 €/litre
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month) fleet
60
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month) – 50
- Insurance costs (€/month) – 290
Participation in other related initiatives
- No
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- Exisiting of bike lines are not in whole city , but it is growing
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
Background helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
information Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Strong winter causes much less usage of bicycles in general
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- no
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Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- very rare
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- no
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- increase efficiency in transport of employees, positive example, cost reduction
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Easy to drive, reliable vehicle
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- yes
Other relevant information
In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
+
+

+
+

Expected
impacts

+
+
+
+
+

+

Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
1 month
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Start date: June 2014 - End date June 2015
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 230
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
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(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike

E - bicycle

Brand

Lombardo

Provider

Bim bike d.o.o.

Market price (€)

1.700

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

40 km

Payload capacity (Kg)

-

0,008

3

Volume (m )
Battery type

lithium-ion

Battery capacity (kWh)

0,3

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

2,5 hours
yes

25 km/h

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: 0,13 €/kWh
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): all employees ; man and women 25 to
60 years
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of
passengers/employees
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E- bicycle
Number of orders of this type of service received per
Services
year
provided
Average distance per order
with E-bikes
Average number of deliveries per journey
1
Average distance per journey
7 km
Average journey time
20 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
20 km
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
City centre of Zagreb
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and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
6 cars
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7

Payload(Kg)

-

3

-

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 80
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): 5
- Insurance costs (€/month) . no
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):

6.5.9. Home for adults St. Frane Zadar
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Home for adults St. Frane Zadar

Location

Country, city, address:
Croatia, 23000 Zadar, Fra Donata Fabijanića 6

Website

http://www.dom-svfrane.hr/

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Marija Pletikosa, director, dom.sv.frane@gmail.com, +38523250465, croatian

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Baseline
Fleet

Company turnover:
Number of employees: 53 (6 substitutes)
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- Home for adults St. Frane (Fra Donata Fabijanića 6) – offices, infirmary, kitchen, warehouse,
rooms, living rooms, bathrooms
- A half-day and full-day attendance service (Obala kneza Branimira 2) – office, room, living room,
kitchen, bathroom
Total number of vehicles: 4
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Peugeot 208

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

8,5/100
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Payload (Kg)

510

Volume (m3)

1m3

Type of service provided

business travels

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

10000

Type of vehicle

Volkswagen Caddy

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9/100

Payload (Kg)

572

Volume (m3)

2,9 m3

Type of service provided

meal delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15000 km

Type of vehicle

Fiat Doblo cargo 1,3 multijet

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

8/100

Payload (Kg)

710

Volume (m3)

3 m3

Type of service provided

meal delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

12000 km

Type of vehicle

Peugeot 206

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

gasoline

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9,5/100

Payload (Kg)

510

Volume (m3)

1m3

Type of service provided

Hello assistance; house care

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15000

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Current
Services

Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per

Meal delivery
-

Volkswagen Caddy, Fiat Doblo
100
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year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

3km
25
25-30 km
2,5 hours
50 km/h
5 km
From Home for adults St.
Frane Zadar to east and west
part of the city

Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

Hello assistance
passengers

Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips

House care
1 – 2 passengers at time

Peugeot 206
100
10 km
20 km
50 minutes
50 km/h
From Home for adults St.
Frane Zadar to home address
(anywhere in the Zadar)

Peugeot 206
100
7 km
30 km
1,5 hours
50 km/h
-
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Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

From Home for adults St.
Frane Zadar to home address
(anywhere in the Zadar)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
- Fiat Doblo is on 5 year free loan from Ministry of social politics and youth, Peugeot 208
10.526 €; Volkswagen Caddy 13.870 €; Peugeot 206 11.513 €
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
- Diesel 1,25 €/month; gasoline 1,35 €/month
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
- 470 €/month total for all 4 vehicles
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
- 100 €/month total for all 4 vehicles
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- 88 €/month total for all 4 vehicles
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
Participation in other related initiatives
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
-There are narrow, stone tiled streets in Zadar city centre. It is also car free zone.
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
-It is forbidden to drive a bike through city centre, however, we got permission to drive e-bike
through centre. We got that permission because e-bike is used for social service of food delivery
for citizens who are elderly or have some kind of disabilities.
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- 13.120 kWh/month, 1.133,28 €/month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- Zadar has a borderline humid subtropical and Mediterranean climate, since only one summer
month has less than 40 millimetres of rainfall, preventing it from being classified as solely humid
subtropical or Mediterranean. Zadar has mild, wet winters and very warm, humid summers.
Average annual rainfall is in excess of 917 mm.

Background
information Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- Some of the meal deliveries must be done by foot because cars can’t drive through city
centre. Customers complain about delivery time because sometimes meals get cold.
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 0,5 for 4 cars. Accidents are very rare and include mildly scratched cars.
Previous experience with E-bike technology
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- Our main goal is to increase efficiency of our service “Meal delivery”. It takes a lot of time to
deliver food by foot in town centre. E-bike is helping us to deliver more meals in less time which
makes our customers more satisfied.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
-To gain full potential for our service, E-bike has to have large basket.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
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Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
Other relevant information
-

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
x Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
- 1 month
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
- 16.03.2015. Total number of working days along the pilot duration:30
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):

E-bikes

Type of E-bike

E-trike

Brand

Apache

Provider

Pro-e-bike

Market price (€)

1171 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

country grid electricity
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E-bike battery range / autonomy
Payload capacity (Kg)
Volume (m3)
Battery type
Battery capacity (kWh)
How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?
Up to what speed do you get assistance
from the electro-motor?
What is the turning radius?

Yes

35 km/h

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
-0,09 €/kWh; 0,07 €/kWh
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…):
E-trike is going to drive our volunteer: male, age 40. He has been riding a bike for the last 20 years,
and he drove a trike between 2001.-2002.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Meal delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Apache e-trike
Number of orders of this type of service received per
30
year
Average distance per order
700 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
5
Average distance per journey
1,8 km
Average journey time
30 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
Services
considered)
provided
Average weight transported per vehicle
with E-bikes
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Zadar city center (peninsula),
and other characteristics...)
narrow streets, car free zone
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced

-

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)
Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload(Kg)
Volume (m3)
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Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):
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6.6. Slovenia
In the case of Slovenia, these are the different companies selected for pilot actions:

6.6.1. 3LAN
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

3LAN.
Country, city, address:
Slovenija,

Location
Lendavska 57a
9000 Murska Sobota
Website

http://www.3lan.si
Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Denis Čeh
Director

Contact
details

Tel: 05 994 1010
Fax: 02 528 10 16
e-mail: info@3lan.si
english

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company turnover: No data
Number of employees: 4 employers
Annual working days:260 days
Total number of vehicles: 1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle in Murska Sobota (where, will be the e-bike in
testing:
Type of vehicle
Personal car (BMW 320 dt)

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6l/100 km

Payload (Kg)

800kg

Volume (m3)

2,5 m3

Type of service provided

transport

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

12.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
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delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

Cargo Delivery
Package of computer, printer

car
20/week
20km
1-2 per journey
20km
30-60 min
50km/h
3kg
0,5 m3
Every second is empty (50%)
Pomurje region

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle)
Costs: km per journey
Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Costs of
Diesel 1,35 € / l
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
fleet
500-600 km per month
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)80 €
- Insurance costs (€/month)70 €
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives
N/A
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
N/A
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
N/A
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
Background -100 €/ month
information Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
-in case of bad weather the e-bike is not use
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
N/A
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
N/A
Previous experience with E-bike technology
No
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
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responsibility, costs reduction?
-reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Marketing, innovative
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- N/A
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No
Other relevant information
- No

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)__humanization of work____

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
May
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Start date. 1.6.2014
End date: 30.11.2014
Total number of E-bikes introduced:1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec

E-bikes

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

2.200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1
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Type of fuel (country grid electricity or green
electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm rear bag (2pcs
per wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the motor?

4,5hour
Yes

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): male; 30-40 years old;
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of computers,
printers, services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Printers, computers…
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike Krpan
Number of orders of this type of service received per
20 x per week
year
Average distance per order
20 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1-2
Average distance per journey
20 km
Average journey time
30-60 min
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
50km/h
provided
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
3kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
50%
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Pomurje region
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Personal car
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6

Payload(Kg)

800kg

3

Volume (m )

/
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Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Insurance costs (€/month) No data
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): No data

6.6.2. BiroProdaja
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

BIROPRODAJA d.o.o., Murska Sobota

Location

Country, city, address:
Slovenija,
Murska Sobota
Obrtna ulica 30

Website

www.biroprodaja.si

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Štefan Tratnjek vodja PC MurskaSobota
Stefan.tratnjek@biroprodaja.si
051 – 367 – 714
slovenski

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:4,000.000,00 €
Number of employees: 24
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- garage, storehouse, office – Obrtna ulica 30, Murska SObota
- garage, storehouse, office – Cesta 9. Avgusta 59a, Zagorje
Total number of vehicles: 3
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

Renault Master Furgon – 2x
Renault Kangoo- 1x
2+1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Diesel 2x

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

Volume (m3)

7,1 do 9 l/ 100 km Master
6,5 do 8l/ 100 km Kangoo
1489 kg Master
1500 kg Kangoo
8 m3

Type of service provided

Cargo delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

40.000 km per car per year

Payload (Kg)

Current

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
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Services

delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

delivery
Postal of pasteboard till 700kg
or till 150 kg
2x Master and 1 x Kangoo
3000
15 km
7
30km
3 hours
60km
400kg
5 m3
15km
The whole Slovenia

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
Vrednost vozila Master:current price 8.000 €
Vrednost vozila Kangoo: 4.500 €
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Master: 300 €
Kangoo: 150 €
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
Costs of
Master: 300€
conventional
Kangoo: 150 €
fleet
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
Master: 100 €
Kangoo: 60 €
- Insurance costs (€/year)
Master: 860 €
Kangoo: 400-500 €
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives
no
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- City Murska Sobota
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
Background legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
information helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- N/A
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-360 € /month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- in the case of bad weather we won` t be driving e-bike
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Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- NO
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- Small accidents (damage of sheet)
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- NO
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- cost reduction, reduce emissions,
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
Nice and comfortable ride
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No data
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- NO

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
x Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
2 weeks before starting; before june 2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Starting date: 1st of June
Ending date: 30.11.2014
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1e-bike + 1 trailer
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
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Type of E-bike

E-bike Pedelec

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

2.000 € + trailer 200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm rear bag (2pcs per
wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?

4,5hour
Yes

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: 360€
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Man, the employee, 25 years old,
experience: they don’t have any experience before
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery office material
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Delivery office material
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike pedelec + trailer
Number of orders of this type of service received per
No data
year
Average distance per order
No data
Average number of deliveries per journey
No data
Services
Average distance per journey
No data
provided
Average
journey
time
No data
with E-bikes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
No data
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
No data
Average volume transported per vehicle
No data
Average distance of empty trips
No data
Area of activity (route description including gradient
No data
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
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Type and number of vehicles replaced

1

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6,5

Payload(Kg)

No data

3

No data

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Insurance costs (€/month): No data
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): No data

6.6.3. Bistra Hisa
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Smarthouse – Bistra Hiša Martjanci,

Location

Country, city, address:
Slovenija,
Martjanci 36, 9221 Martjanci

Website

www.bistrahisa.si

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Jasmin Kukec
Director
jasmin@smarthouse.si
+386 2 538 16 64
slovenski

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)
Resources

Company turnover: No data
Number of employees: 3
Annual working days:260 days
Infrastructures: Offices
Total number of vehicles: 1
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline Fleet

Personal car

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

benzin

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)

6,8 l / 100km
Around 900 kg
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Volume (m3)
Type of service provided
Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Personal car-

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
Current Services delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Company Smart house – Bistra Hiša has only delivering for house needs
Costs of
conventional
fleet

Background
information

Expected
impacts

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- No data
Participation in other related initiatives
- NO
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- City Murska Sobota and Martjanci
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- N/A
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-385,95 €
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- in the case of bad weather we won` t be driving e-bike
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- No data
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- No data
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- NO
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- cost reduction, reduce emissions,
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
To have new experiences
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No data
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- NO
In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
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Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)
PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
2 weeks before starting; before june 2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Starting date: 1st of June
Ending date: 28.2.2015
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1e-bike
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):

E-bikes

Type of E-bike

E-bike Pedelec

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

2.000 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm
wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?

4,5hour

rear bag (2pcs per

Yes

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Man, the employee, 25 years old,
experience: they don’t have any experience before
Services
provided

Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
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with E-bikes

Type of services provided with E-bikes
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics...)

Delivery lunch from market
Delivery lunch

E-bike pedelec
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
The e-bikes will replace only personal cars
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1 (different cars)

Costs of Ebikes

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

bencin

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7-8l/100 km

Payload(Kg)

No data

Volume (m3)

No data

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month): No data
- Insurance costs (€/month): No data
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...): No data

6.6.4. Kratochwill
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

TRIEMES D.O.O.
KRATOCHWILL MURSKA SOBOTA

Location

Country, city, address:
Slovenija,
Nemčavci 1d
9000 Murska Sobota

Website

www.biroprodaja.si
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Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Sašo Topovšek,
Director
Tel: 02 515 16 30
e-mail: Kratochwill@siol.net

Contact
details

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: 634.612 €
Number of employees: 14
Annual working days:303
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- Business premises with storage facility
Total number of vehicles: 3
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Both (gasoline, diesel)

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9-10

Payload (Kg)

500-700kg

3

Current
Services

Costs of
conventional
fleet

Van

Volume (m )

1 m3 – 3m3

Type of service provided

delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

15.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery food
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Package 0,2 m3, 1,5kg
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Personal car
Number of orders of this type of service received per
7500
year
Average distance per order
5 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
3
Average distance per journey
6km
Average journey time
20min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
50km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
5kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,55 m3
Average distance of empty trips
3km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Urban driving
and other characteristics)
Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
1. Citroen Berlingo: 9500 €
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-

-

-

2. Citroen NEMO: 9000€
3. Citroen Boxer: 5000€
Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
1. 9l/100km
2. 7,5l/100km
3. 10l/100km
Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
1. 400€
2. 100€
3. 200€
Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
Each vehicle cca 50€
Insurance costs (€/year)
Each vehicle cca 50€
Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
No data

Participation in other related initiatives
no
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- Asphalt road, intersections, rouncross
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- N/A
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-8500kWh
- 900€
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- in the case of bad weather we won` t be driving e-bike
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- 50
Background
information Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 1
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- NO
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- cost reduction, reduce emissions,
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
Fast and effective delivery, saving energy cost
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- /
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- NO
Other relevant information
- NO
Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
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x

x
x
x
x

x

Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
2 weeks before starting, in moths May
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Starting date: 1st of June
Ending date: 30.11.2014
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1e-bike
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec

E-bikes

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

1.800€

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm rear bag (2pcs per
wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?

4,5hour
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Do users have the possibility to choose
Yes
different levels of support from the
motor?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Male, 28 years old
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery food
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Delivery office material
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike pedelec
Number of orders of this type of service received per
No data
year
Average distance per order
No data
Average number of deliveries per journey
No data
Average distance per journey
No data
Average journey time
No data
Services
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
No data
provided
considered)
with E-bikes
Average weight transported per vehicle
No data
Average volume transported per vehicle
No data
Average distance of empty trips
No data
Area of activity (route description including gradient
No data
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
1
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7,5

Payload(Kg)

No data

3

No data

Volume (m )
Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- No data

6.6.5. Posta Slovenije
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name
Location

Pošta Slovenije d.o.o.
Country, city, address:
Slovenija, Murska Sobota, Trg zmage 6
The Head office:
Pošta Slovenije, Maribor, Slomškov trg 10
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Website

http://www.posta.si/poslovalnica/2005/Murska-Sobota?nodeid=491

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Erika Iršič Lazarevič,
Referent za vozni park,
oddelek intralogistike,
erika.irsic@posta.si,
+386 2 449 21 13
english

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover:215,301.942 (operating incomes in EUR)
Number of employees: 6095
Annual working days:301 days
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
-post offices
- mobile post offices
- postal logistics center, postal throughput station
Total number of vehicles: 48
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle in Murska Sobota (where, will be the e-bike in
testing:
Type of vehicle
Kolo z motorjem
Number of vehicles of this type

40

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

benzin

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4,3

Payload (Kg)

200kg (driver + cargo)

3

Baseline
Fleet

Volume (m )

/

Type of service provided

Mail delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

7500 km per year

Type of vehicle

Electric scooter

Number of vehicles of this type

33

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

electricity

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)
Payload (Kg)

250 kg (driver + cargo)

3

Volume (m )
Type of service provided

Mail delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

5000 km per year

Type of vehicle

bicycle with an auxiliary motor

Number of vehicles of this type

8

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

bezin
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Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4,5

Payload (Kg)

170

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

/

Type of service provided

Mail delivery

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

5000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Postal Delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Bicycle with an auxiliary
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
motor
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
delivery
Number of orders of this type of service received per
264.000
year
Average distance per order
5-50 m
Average number of deliveries per journey
5000 per year
Average distance per journey
100m
Average journey time
3-4hours
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
28.000kg/year
Average volume transported per vehicle
3 m3
Average distance of empty trips
35 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Town Murska Sobota (flat
and other characteristics)
land)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle)
- Kolo z motorjem: 3.600 €
- Kolo s pomožnim motorjem: 1000€
- E-scooter: 6.700 €
Costs of
Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
fleet
average 80 €
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
20 €
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives
N/A
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
N/A
Background
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
information
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- No data
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-7,700.000 € /year (whole Slovenia)
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Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
N/A
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
No data
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
-522 accident /year (whole Slovenia)
Previous experience with E-bike technology
E-bikes are used since 2009 for mail delivery. They replaced bike with auxiliary motors and
bicycles. They are proven to help with work to people, who has certain health restrictions.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
-reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process,
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
-Structural durability of e-bikes for transportation of heavy cargo and durability of the battery
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- No data
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
x Other impacts (please specify)__humanization of work____

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
May
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Start date. 1.6.2014
End date: 28.2.2015
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Total number of E-bikes introduced:1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec

E-bikes

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

2.200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm rear bag (2pcs per
wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full 4,5hour
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
Yes
different levels of support from the
motor?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): male; 30-40 years old; he has a lot of
experience with e-bike, because he already use it around 5-10 years
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of mails
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Post letter cca. 80 kg/day +
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
wight of driver
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike Krpan
Number of orders of this type of service received per
6 x per week
year
Average distance per order
Services
Average number of deliveries per journey
200 – 300 location
provided
Average distance per journey
10 km
with E-bikes
Average journey time
6-8 hour
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
10-15 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
No data
Average volume transported per vehicle
No data
Average distance of empty trips
No data
Area of activity (route description including gradient
A plane (around Murska
and other characteristics...)
Sobota)
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
bicycle with an auxiliary motor
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

bencin

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

4,5

Payload(Kg)

170

3

Volume (m )
Costs of Ebikes

No data

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bike
- No data

6.6.6. T-lotus
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

T-LOTUS

Location

Slovenija, Ljutomer, Glavni trg 3A

Website

www.t-lotus.si

Contact
details

Dario Franov, direktor, dario.franov@t-lotus.si, 031684301, slo, ang

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: No data
Number of employees: 6
Annual working days:260 days
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other: Bussines building with warehouse
and garage. On one location.
Total number of vehicles: 2
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle

Baseline
Fleet

WV Transporter

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Dizel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

9

Payload (Kg)

800 kg

3

Volume (m )

2 euro palets

Type of service provided

Delivery cargo in slo and hr

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

30000km

Type of vehicle

VW Caddy

Number of vehicles of this type

1
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Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

dizel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7

Payload (Kg)

400 kg

3

Current
Services

Volume (m )

1m3

Type of service provided

Delivery cargo in slo ad cro

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

50000km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Cargo delivery
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Carton of paint – 20kg
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
Spare parts with diferent sizes
average volume)
from 20kg till 100kg
Vehicles used for this type of service
Caddy transporter
Number of orders of this type of service received per
Cca. 1000
year
Average distance per order
150 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
2
Average distance per journey
300 km
Average journey time
5 km
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
110 km
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
700 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
2 m3
Average distance of empty trips
150 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Slovenia, Croatia
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
Transporter: 150 E/months (servis, maintenance)
Caddy: 500€/mesec (lizing, servis, maintenance)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
1,4 €/l
Costs of
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
Transporter 250 €
fleet
Caddy 350€
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
150€ per car
- Insurance costs (€/month)
70 €
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) N/A
Participation in other related initiatives
-No
Background Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
information The city doesn`t have public transport, business partner are away in avararage 1-2 km
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
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N/A
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- 745kWh, 127,82 €
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
- 0,1 % from total orders
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 0
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- We don’t have it
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- lower cost of urban rides, more quick rides to do
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Flawless operation
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- no

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
x Reduce traffic congestion
x Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
x Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
15.5.2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
- Start date: 1.6.2014
- End Date: 30.11.2014
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 7 months
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Total number of E-bikes introduced: 2
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec

E-bikes

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

1800 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

390/250/300mm small front basket

0.6 KW per 100 Km

390/250/300mm crate front

Battery type

350/350/250mm rear bag (2pcs per
wheel)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full 4,5hour
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
Yes
different levels of support from the
motor?
Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): 25 – 40 years, man and women.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery and Supply of the
goods/parcels
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
1 – 5 kg, packet, bag,
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
20x20x20 cm
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike pedelec
Number of orders of this type of service received per
600
year
Services
Average distance per order
1 km
provided
with E-bikes
Average number of deliveries per journey
1
Average distance per journey
2 km
Average journey time
10 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
30 km/h with car
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
1-2 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
20 x 20 x 20 cm
Average distance of empty trips
1 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
The urban rides without hills
and other characteristics...)
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Caddy 1x
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Dizel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

8

Payload(Kg)

300

3

Volume (m )
Costs of Ebikes

1 m3

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- No data

6.6.7. Cista Navara
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Čista Narava d.o.o.
Javno-komunalno podjetje

Location

Slovenija,
Tešanovci 20,
9226 Moravske Toplice

Website

www.cista-narava.net

Contact
details

Metka Škrilec, poslovna sekretarka, cista.narava@siol.net,
Tel: 00386 2 538 16 11
Slovenski

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: 1.900.000,00€
Number of employees: 35
Annual working days:300 days
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- 5 offices
- 1 common room and wardroop
- 1 big garage
- 1 warehouse
- 1 mechanical room
Total number of vehicles: 12 (2 personal vehicle and 10 truck vehicle)
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Personal car

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

2

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

Dizel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6

Payload (Kg)

500 kg

Volume (m3)

1,4
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Type of service provided
Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

Current
Services

22 000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Transport of waste
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Transport of waste, arranging
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
billtes along the roads
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
Personal car
Number of orders of this type of service received per
Cca. 100
year
Average distance per order
1 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
2
Average distance per journey
15 km
Average journey time
30 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
30 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Slovenia, Croatia
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
A) Truck vehicle 102.000 €
B) Truck vehicle 101.900 €
C) Half truck 25.000 €
D) Other 12.000
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Diesel: 1,19€/l
Bencin: 1,31 €/l
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
A) 1.020 €
Costs of
B) 488,44 €
conventional
C) 300 €
fleet
D) 150 €
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
a) 500 €
b) 200 €
c) 150 €
d) 80€
- Insurance costs (€/month)
A) 180 €
B) 200 €
C) 90 €
D) 50€
Background Participation in other related initiatives
information NO
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
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- Our company is on rural area, where is not so much bike paths
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- 150 €
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- In case of bad weather (rain) we don’t use e-bike
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 0
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- We don’t have it
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- lower cost of urban rides, costs reduction
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- no

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
x Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
x Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):
16.8.2014
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
- Start date: 1.9.2014
- End Date: 30.11.2014
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 66 working days
Total number of E-bikes introduced: 1 e-bike + trailer
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec + trailer
Brand

Krpan
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Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

1800 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

Battery type

390/250/300mm
sprednja
390/250/300mm
sprednja
350/350/250
(2kom na kolo)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?

4,5hour

0.6 KW per 100 Km

mala košara
velika košara
torba zadnja

Yes

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged:
/
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): 30 -40 years, man, no experience.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Transport of waste, arranging
billtes along the roads
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
10 kg,
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-bike pedelec
Number of orders of this type of service received per
400
year
Average distance per order
7 km
Average number of deliveries per journey
20
Services
provided
Average distance per journey
7 km
with E-bikes
Average journey time
40 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
10
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
8 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,05
Average distance of empty trips
3 km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
The urban rides without hills
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
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Type and number of vehicles replaced

Personal car 1x

Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

Dizel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

6

Payload(Kg)

500

3

Volume (m )
Costs of Ebikes

1,4 m3

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- No data

6.6.8. SENPO
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

SENPO D.O.O.

Location

Country, city, address:
Slovenija,
Prešernova 25,
Ljutomer

Website

http://www.senpo.si

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Sandi Senčar
Director
Tel: 031 320 300
e-mail: info@senpo.si
English, slovenian

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: aprox. 800.000,00 EUR
Number of employees: 9 employers
Annual working days:316 days
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- Offices, warehouse,
- Exhibition place
Total number of vehicles:2
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle in Murska Sobota (where, will be the e-bike in
testing:
Type of vehicle
Combi

Baseline
Fleet

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10l/100 km

Payload (Kg)

2000kg

3

Volume (m )

3 m3

Type of service provided

Transport of goods
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Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle
Type of vehicle

35.000 km

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

bencin

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

7l/100 km

Payload (Kg)

600kg

3

Current
Services

Personal car

Volume (m )

0,5 m3

Type of service provided

Transport of goods

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

17.000 km

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Furniture/ 25 x 1 x 1
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
100 kg
average volume)
Vehicles used for this type of service
combi
Number of orders of this type of service received per
300
year
Average distance per order
10km
Average number of deliveries per journey
1 per journay
Average distance per journey
10km
Average journey time
15 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
50km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
100 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Pomurje region
and other characteristics)

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options and
values for each type of vehicle)
Combi:No data
Personal car: No data
Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used
Combi: 1,34 €/l
Costs of
Personal car: 1,45 €/l
conventional
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month)
fleet
300 € for both vehicle
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
40 €/m each vehicle
- Insurance costs (€/month)
70 €/m for both vehicle
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...) /
Background Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
information /
Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
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legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
/
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
-800 €/ month
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
-in case of bad weather the e-bike is not use
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
/
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
/
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
-reduce costs
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- Marketing, innovative
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- Durability of battery
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
x Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
x Reduce energy consumption
x Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
x Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)__humanization of work____

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)

Pilot

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…):May
- Period of operation (start date, end date):
Start date. 1.9.2014
End date: 30.11.2014
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Total number of E-bikes introduced:1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-bike Pedelec

E-bikes

Brand

Krpan

Provider

Vizija Sport

Market price (€)

2.200 €

Number of vehicles of this type

1

Type of fuel (country grid electricity or
green electricity)
E-bikes consumption (kWh/km)

Country grid electricity

E-bike battery range / autonomy

30km

Payload capacity (Kg)

195kg total weight

Volume (m3)

Battery type

390/250/300mm
sprednja
390/250/300mm
sprednja
350/350/250
(2kom na kolo)
Ltij-ion (9Ah)

Battery capacity (kWh)

24V - 216WH

How fast can the bike be charged to full
capacity?
Do users have the possibility to choose
different levels of support from the
motor?

4,5hour

0.6 KW per 100 Km

mala košara
velika košara
torba zadnja

Yes

Average cost of electricity (€/kWh) in your company - specifically in the site where the E-bike will
be charged: No data
Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): male; 70 years old;
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of goods
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
Furniture / 1x 0,4 x0,1
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
2kg/ 0,5 m3
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
Krpan
Number of orders of this type of service received per
60
year
Average distance per order
1 km
Services
provided
Average number of deliveries per journey
1
with E-bikes
Average distance per journey
0,3 km /dan
Average journey time
7 min
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
15 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
3kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
0,5 m3
Average distance of empty trips
3
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Pomurje region
and other characteristics...)
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Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
Type and number of vehicles replaced
Combi
Type of fuel used (diesel, gasoline…)

diesel

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

10

Payload(Kg)

2000kg

3

Volume (m )

Costs of Ebikes

3

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month):
- Average maintenance costs of each E-bike (€/month):
- Insurance costs (€/month)
- Other related costs incurred with the introduction of E-bikes (rent of new consolidation
centre for the new service provided, new personnel, training in E-bikes, advertising
campaign...):

Please, add here any other information that you consider is relevant for the monitoring
Other
relevant
- More fast e-bike, more durability battery
information
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6.7. Portugal
In the case of Portugal, these are the different companies selected for pilot actions:

6.7.1. Camisola Amarela
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name

Camisola Amarela

Location

Country, city, address:
Portugal, Lisbon, Av 24 de Julho nº 86 B

Website

http://www.camisolaamarela.com/
https://pt-pt.facebook.com/camisolaamarela

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Pedro Ventura
E-mail: pedro.ventura@camisolaamarela.com

Baseline scenario (before the implementation of E-bikes)

Resources

Company turnover: N/A
Number of employees: 8
Annual working days: 365
Infrastructures: garage, offices, locations, warehouse, other:
- 1 Office (Av. 24 de Julho)
- 1 Warehouse (Poço do Bispo)
Total number of vehicles: 3 cargo bikes + 8 normal bikes (note that cargo bikes are company’s
property but each employee also use their own bike)
Fill the following table for each type of vehicle:
Type of vehicle
Cargo bike and normal bike

Baseline
Fleet

Current
Services

Number of vehicles of this type

3 (cargo bikes); 8 (normal bikes)

Type of fuel (gasoline, diesel…)

-

Fuel consumption (litre/100km)

-

Payload (Kg)
Volume (m3)

80-20 kg (cargo bike); up to 5kg (normal
bike)
0.12 (cargo bike); 0.036 (normal bike)

Type of service provided

Delivery of goods and parcels

Average distance travelled annually by
each type of vehicle

21.900 km (60 Km/day)

Fill the following table for each type of service currently provided (delivery of goods/parcels,
delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services
Delivery of goods and parcels
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Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)

Vehicles used for this type of service
Number of orders of this type of service received per
year
Average distance per order
Average number of deliveries per journey
Average distance per journey
Average journey time
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
Area of activity (route description including gradient
and other characteristics)

2 boxes -> 25x35x30 cm
(cargo bike)
Documents 30 x 21 cm
(normal bikes)
Cargo bikes / normal bikes
?
6km
12km
2
30 minutes
18 km/h
15kg/ 3 kg
26.250 cm3 (cargo bikes)
6km
Lisbon area

Please, estimate the costs of your current fleet :
- Purchase costs (€), rental fee (€/month) or leasing fee (€/month) (please specify options
and values for each type of vehicle)
Purchase cost: Cargo bike = 2.300 € (2.800 € normal price)
- Average cost of fuel (€/litre) per each type of fuel used No data
- Average running costs in fuel consumption of each vehicle (€/month) No data
Costs of
- Average maintenance costs of each vehicle (€/month)
conventional
10€/month (Including repairs and mechanic. Camisola Amarela has a partnership with a
fleet
bike repair store. They share the same space – the office - along with a vegetarian
restaurant )
- Insurance costs (€/month) No data
- Other related costs (rent of consolidation centre for the services currently provided with
conventional vehicles, advertising campaign...)
The rental fee of warehouse is 500 €/month
Participation in other related initiatives
- Estudo de Lisboa
Description of the infrastructure of the city related to the use of E-bikes
- Roads and bike lanes
Lisbon is characterized by an irregular terrain, with a historic district whit its "seven hills". Its
topography, the various types of pavement, the presence of tram rails, and the behaviour of car
drivers - associated with the sense of unsafe circulation – are some of characteristics of the
routes.
Background Influencing local regulations and policies / Role of local situation in terms of
information legislation/government (i.e. regulations for E-bikes in terms of length/weight restriction, use of
helmet or other equipment, special certifications for vehicles or drivers, taxes)
- No regulations
Average current electricity consumption (kWh/month) in the company and costs (€/month)
- No data
Weather conditions (potential influence in the use of E-bikes)
- The weather in Lisbon is good, since there is no snow in the winter. However it rains a
lot during the winter
Incidents (including failed deliveries, customer complaints, technical malfunctions, fines)
experienced in your operations (average number per year and incident description)
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- No major incidents. Just some holes in wheels but they repair in the moment.
Accidents rate in your operations (average number per year and description)
- 1/ year
Previous experience with E-bike technology
- None.
Which are the company targets of the introduction of the E-bikes
e.g. reduce emissions, increase efficiency or productivity in the logistics process, corporate social
responsibility, costs reduction?
- The target of the company is to increase their capacity.
What are the basic characteristics you demand an E-bike to have in order to fulfil your service
requirements?
- An E-bike need to have a good autonomy.
What other expectations would you require for E-bikes that are not currently offered?
- A better recharge time.
Would you have joined a similar initiative without the support of the PRO-E-BIKE programme?
- No.
Other relevant information
- No.

Expected
impacts

In your opinion, which are the expected impacts of the introduction of the E-bikes in your
company?
x Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
x Increase company profitability
x Increase competitiveness
x Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Increase safety and security
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce costs
Reduce traffic congestion
Reduce noise pollution
Reduce delivery time
Reduce delivery distance
x Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
x Provide services in new areas
Reduce the selling price
x Job creation
Other impacts (please specify)

PRO-E-BIKE scenario (expectations with the introduction of E-bikes)
Pilot

E-bikes

Implementation steps:
- Period of preparation (administrative issues, training…): 1 month
- Period of operation (start date, end date): October 2014 – March 2015
Total number of working days along the pilot duration: 177 days
Total number of E-bikes introduced:1
Based on the information from the E-bike provider, fill the following table for each type of E-bike
(E-bike/e-cargo-bike/e-scooter…):
Type of E-bike
E-scooter
Brand

Guewer ZWD 505
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Who is going to ride the E-bike (age, gender, experience…): Pedro Ventura, 31 years old,
Masculine, he has experience with normal bikes but no experience with E-scooters.
Fill the following table for each type of service that is expected to be provided with E-bikes
(delivery of goods/parcels, delivery of services, delivery of passengers):
Type of services provided with E-bikes
Delivery of goods and parcels
Type of good/passenger delivered with each type of
backpack
vehicle (description, average size, average weight,
average volume)
Type of E-bike used for this type of service
E-scooter
Number of orders of this type of service received per
?
year
Average distance per order
6km
Average number of deliveries per journey
12km
Average distance per journey
2
Services
Average journey time
30 minutes
provided
with E-bikes
Average driving speed (stops for deliveries not
18 km/h
considered)
Average weight transported per vehicle
3 kg
Average volume transported per vehicle
Average distance of empty trips
6km
Area of activity (route description including gradient
Lisbon area
and other characteristics...)
Please, fill the following table with the characteristics of the vehicles that were previously used
to provide the services replaced by the E-bikes
They don’t replace any traditional vehicle, because they used to delivery with normal bikes. They
are enlarging their potential market: with the e-scooter, they’ll be able to carry parcels that
before were carried by traditional vehicles (vans) of other delivering companies.
Costs of Ebikes

Please, indicate the estimated costs related to the used of E-bikes:
- Rental fee of each E-bike (€/month): 500 €/6-month period (It was a special price. EMEL
– The Mobility and Parking Institute of Lisbon rent their e-scooter, since they want to
support PRO-E-BIKE project and Camisola Amarela).
Please, attach here any other information (pictures, company figures, technical data sheet of
vehicles…)

Annexes
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6.7.2. Marujo restaurant
COMPANY PROFILE
Company
name
Location

Os Descendentes Restaurante Lda.
Country, city, address:
Portugal, Matosinhos, Rua Tomás Ribeiro, nº 272/284

Website

www.marujomarisqueira.com

Contact
details

Name of the contact person, position, e-mail address, phone, language(s):
Rui Santos (Director) – Ph: +351 919 982 408
Carlos Pinhel (Manager) – Ph: +351 919 782 930

Type of
service
Pilot
Duration
Number of
E-bikes
introduced

Delivery of food
6-month
1 E-scooter, Model: Govec

Conventional van
vehicles
replaced

Expected
impacts:













Increase efficiency / productivity of logistics processes
Increase company profitability
Increase competitiveness
Increase service quality /added value
Improve company image
Reduce emissions
Reduce energy consumption
Reduce noise pollution
Provide new services
Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
Provide services in new areas

6.7.3. Municipality of Torres Vedras (1)
City

Torres Vedras

Company/municipa
lity name

Municipality of
Torres Vedras

Additional information
 Pilot started in 17th September 2014 till 17th March
2015
 2 e-bikes introduced models A2B Hybrid 24 and 26
 replacing 2 diesel passenger vehicles
 expected impacts:
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increase service quality /added value
improve company image
increase safety and security
reduce emissions
reduce energy consumption
reduce costs

6.7.4. Municipal Services of Water and Sanitation of
Torres Vedras
City

Torres Vedras

Company/municipa
lity name

Municipal Services
of Water and
Sanitation of Torres
Vedras

Additional information
 Pilot started in 17th September 2014 till 17th March
2015
 1 e-scooter model Govecs introduced
 replacing 1 scooter
 expected impacts:





increase service quality /added value
improve company image
reduce emissions
reduce energy consumption

6.7.5. ISS Facility Services
City

Lisboa

Company/municipa
lity name

ISS Facility Services
(company
worldwide leader in
service provision)

Additional information
 Pilot started in 15th April 2015; to end in 15th
September 2015
 1 e-scooter model Govecs introduced
 replacing 1 scooter
 expected impacts:






increase service quality /added value
improve company image
reduce emissions
reduce energy consumption
reduce costs
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6.7.6. Municipality of Torres Vedras (2)

City

Torres Vedras

Company/municipa
lity name

Municipality of
Torres Vedras

Additional information
 Pilot expected to start in 15th May 2015 till 15th
September 2015
 1 e-cargo bike, model Babboe Transporter.E
 replacing 1 mini-van
 expected impacts:








increase service quality /added value
improve company image
increase safety and security
reduce emissions
reduce energy consumption
reduce costs
reduce noise pollution
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